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House discusses $2 billion drug bill 
WASHINGTON (UPl) - the nation's No. 1 domestic attacks tile rroblem on both drugs, insisting the problem closed meetings and is ex-
House Democrats and problem: drug abuse. the sup"ly and demand side, lies with the user. peeted to be considered later 
Republicans eager to show "There are many words we providing additional money to "It's bopeIess to try to keep this month. 
they are tough I'n drugs opened can use to describe drug expand interdiction efforts and drugs out of this country The House legisla tion 
deba~e Wedn.esday 0D: a abuse," said House increasing spen~ for cirui through the law enf~rcement contains a. controversial 
massIVe drug bill, but partisan Republican leader Robert abuse education and process," Scbeuersatd. "What proposal to IDlpose a seven-
skirmishes were e~1.ed over Michel of llIinois. "I think the prevention programs. we bave to do is to change oay waiting period for the 
gun control and death penalty best one is waste. Think of all But Rep. James Scheuer, D- people's behavior." purchase of a handgun, 
prOvisions. the human potential that bas N.Y., questioned wbether The Senate version of the allowing authorities to per-
The 400-page bill would been devoured by this mon- providing more money for the drug bill, which bypassed the form a background check on 
provide about $2 billion in 1989 ster." Coast Guard and the OJStoms normal committee process, 
to combat what many consider Tbe anti-drug measure Service would curb the flow of bas been crafted in a series of See BILL, Page 5 
lEA sets deadline 
for bargaining vote 
By Jackie Spinner 
StIJffWriter 
A teachers' union said 
Wednesday it will seek a court 
order to force a vote on 
collective bargaining if a state 
board does not set a vote for 
late October or early 
November. 
"The process bas simply 
taken too long and enough is 
enough," Dlinois Education 
Association President Lee 
Betterman said. 
Tbe IEA said University 
employees bave been denied 
the right to decide because the 
Illinois Educational Labor 
Relations Board has postponed 
a vote. 
Unions vying to represent 
faculty and staff are at 
loggerheads with the 
University on whetber 
department beads sbould be 
allowed to vote in collective 
bargaining electi-,ns and 
See UNIONS, PaGe 5 
Gus says the faculty will ha"e 
retired by the time It "otes for 
a union. 
Funds to study abroad 
requested from USG 
By Brad Bushue 
Staff Writer 
The Academic Affairs 
Commission reque!'ted $2,150 
from the Acad~":tlc Activity 
Fund of the Undergradl.8te 
Student Government to en-
. courage students to further 
their studies outside the 
University and abroad. 
!f approved, the funas will be 
broken up into eight $250 
grants to be given over a one-
year period starting in t..e fall 
of 1989, to students who want to 
continue their studies outside 
the U niVf~rsity . 
Extra funds, which 
amounted to $150, were 
requested to cover ad-
ministrative costs such as 
advertising. 
Tbe commission will !;et the 
guidelines for the project and 
choose a five-member panel to 
award the grants at a meeting 
today. 
John Grigas, the com-
mission's chairman, said the 
meeting would bring up im-
portant issues like preparing a 
position statement on the 
addition of a Black American 
Studies course to the general 
studies curriculum and the 
program's current state. 
Other items on the agenda 
are the Graduate Record 
Examination, a tentative 
public interaction between 
academic students and deans 
and the examination of a 
student and instructor rights 
policy. 
The meeting will be held at 5 
v.m. in the Iroquois Room of 
the Student Center. 
Sparks 
Alice "'!'rl", • senior In m.talsmlthlng 
from Kempavlll., and Rick Beck, • graduate 
student In art, are IMming to make • fir. 
poker, on. 01 the tools they wlH u .. this 
HIlI ....... A blow. Is pushing hot air that 
HIten8 the metal up from. coal plL 
This Moming 
WSIL breaks new 
studio ground 
u.s. citizens evacuated from Burma 
-Page8 
Bush confused on 
Pearl Harbor day 
- Page 11 
Coach sees job 
as teacher 
j 
- Sports.28 
Sunny,aCe. 
RANGOON, Burma (UPI) -
The U~ ambassador Wed-
nesday !:iered the evacuation 
of ':AI enWaSSY staff depen-
dents as mobs inflamed by an 
opP"Sition demand for the 
government's resignation 
went on looting sprees and 
troops ordered to take control 
by gunfire killed nve people. 
A Hide range of student and 
opposition groups who enjoy 
extensive public support set an 
8 p.m. (9:30 a.m. EDT) 
Wednesday deadline for the 26-
vear-old military-dominated 
regime to resign and allow al'. 
interim government to hold 
free elections or face an in-
defmite nationwide strike. 
In official Radio Rangoon's 8 
p.m. news broadccast, the 
government ignored the 
deadline and told the nation 
that demonstrations bad been 
prohibited in and around the 
Peoples Assembly and com-
pound in Rangoon and on 15 
key roads in the capital. 
The radio also "aid 
gatherings and disturbances 
were banned in an apparent 
attempt to challenge op-
position calls for the ~rgest 
protests in the nation's hIstory. 
"Unscrupulous ~ople are 
resorting to violence\ breaking 
into, looting and aestroying 
factories, warehouses and 
other sites where public 
pr<!Pefty is being stored," the 
radio said. 
"Hence, in accordance with 
their duties to protect and 
safeguard public property, the 
defense forces and the people's 
police force shall open fire to 
unpose control." 
The radio said five people 
bad been killed and 88 arrested 
and an eerie silence descended 
later on the capital. "The 
streets are mostly deserted. 
People are afraid," a Western 
diplomat said. 
U.S. Ambassador Burton 
Levin ordered the evacuation 
of all dependents of embassy 
staff due to "the deteriorating 
situation," said an embassy 
~~~:~an in Bangkok, 
The spokesman said 45 
spouses and children would 
arrive in Bangkok from 
Rangoon Thursday and 
another 55 people would be 
evacuated later on regular 
airline flights. 
Australia:! Em bass)' :yf· 
See BURMA, Pagtl S 
* Hillel Holiday Services at Cong. Beth Jacob 
Rosh Hashanah 
Sun. 11, Sept. 7:00pm *Rlde 
7:30pm Service 
Mon. 12, Sept. 8:30am *Rlde 
9:00am Service 
GWE,N'S HAIR 
SALON 
112 N. Illinois Ave 
Carbondale,,·· . 
457-4763 
QUALITY BLACK 
HAIR CARE 
Relaxers-Leisure Curls 
Shampoo & Blow Dry 
Color-Curls-Hair -:uts 
High Frequency Treatments 
"Bond Weeve" 
"Wave Nouveau" 
"Weeving" 
Stylist: Gwen Thornton 
!~~Wswrap 
world Ination 
Bangladesh floods reced'~; 
diarrhea death toll at 15.1~-
DHAKA, Bangladesh (UP!) - The worst floods ever to sweep 
Bangladesh receded rapidly from the capital and areas"oo·the 
north Wednesday, carrying away entire villages and'st01i:iDg 
fears that diarrhea, which has claimed at least 151 lives'; will 
reach epidemic proportions. Officials issued an urgent plea for 
clean drinking water and medication to treat diarrhea and'other 
ailments, saying the floods had destroyed or damaged mllSt 
pharmacwticalfacilities in the country. '"'' 
Tues. 13, Sept. 8:30am *Rlde 
9:00am Service 
SO~~g~ICE I Pakistani Jets shoot down Afghan warplane 
Yom Kippur 
lues. 20, Sept. 7:00pm *Rlde 
7:30pm Service 
SWStudentB 
We can take 
care of all your 
typing needs. 
WeAl80Have 
-Word Processing Wed. 21, Sept. 9:00am *Rlde 
- Fax Services 
9:30am Service 
7:30pm Break the 
Fast 
Only 1.00 per sheet 
to send 
loa ... ~ 
.... 11 
........... C' .... 
-RIde. Available at Foner Circle 
Northeast side by Museum 
"-- --......... -.. 
The 
American Tap 
Happy Hour 11:30am,9:00pm 
Oiling Rock Long necks $1 
after 9:00pm 
~ock'n Tommy B 
Every 5 mIn. ROiling Rock Glveawa,s 
WI" A 19·· COLOIt TV 
Olt A VCItIII 
JUST FOR A TrENDING SALUKI 
VOLLEYBALL MATCHES! 
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS: 
1. ANY GROUP OF SIU STUDENTS 
MAY ENTER 
(EXCLUDING ATHLETIC TEAMS) 
2. THE GROUP WHO HAS THE MOST MEMBERS 
,~. A TIEND OVER THE COU'RSE 
~,. OF THE SEASON WINS. '~S~j 3. THEREISAMAXIMUM ,~~ OF 50 PEOPLE IN A 
.~~ GROUP ~ 4. TO ENTER YOUR GROUP, 
1988 
SALUKI 
VOLLEYBALL 
BRING A LIST OF NAMES 
TO TONIGHT'S MATCH. 
ADDITIONAL DETAilS WILL 
BE PROVIDED THEN. 
FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION: 
CALL 536-5566 
PESHAWAR, Pakistan (UP!) - Pakistani jetfighters Wed-
nesday shot down one of two Af2han warplanes that streaked 
deep inside the country on a bomDing run that killed one person 
and wounded two others, officials said. The attack by Afghan Air 
Force MiG-23 jetfighters was the third if: a week by the Soviet-
backed Kabul regime. The two earlier airstrikes killed two 
people and wounded 30. 
Union calls for Polish government reslgnition 
WARSAW, Poland '.UPI> - The official communist-conlrolled 
trade union federation Wednesday demanded the government 
resign because of the worsening economic situation, but offered 
no suggestions to deal with the crisis. "We expect the govern-
ment to resign," Allred Miodowicz, president of the Official 
federation, said at a news conference. "We know many names of 
candidates for prime minister." : 
Iran-Iraq talks at impasse entering third ~~ek 
GENEVA (UPl) - Peace talks ~tween Iran and Iraq 'under 
U.N. auspices ended their second week Wednesday with the two 
Persian Gulf enemies still stuck on square one and refusing, to 
meet for direct negotiations. Mediator Jan Eliasson of Sweden 
said separate "informal contacts" continued with experts but 
not with the two foreign ministers. 
New Reagan bid to break Mideast deadlock 
W ASIllNGTON (UPI) - President Reagan, in a finalpush to 
break the Middle East deadlock, has invited theIOFeign 
ministers of Egypt and Israel to meet with him and Secretal1C of 
State George Shultz in New York on Sept. 26, diplomatic I!nd 
administration sources said Wednesday. State Department 
Charles Redman did Dot confirm that such a meeting was 
scheduled, but also did not exclude the possibility. 
U.s. says Nicaragua denies diplomats v~as : 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Marxist Nicaraguan g~mm~nt 
has refused to issue visas to U.S. diplomats newly assigned to the 
Central American country, and the United States is retaliating in 
kind, the State Department said Wednesday. State Department 
spokesman Charles Redman said the Nicaraguan Sandinista 
government seemed to be trying to disrupt the operatiOllS of the 
U.S. Embassy in Man. ... gua. 
Shuttle crew reviews procedures for launch; 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) - The crew of the shuttle 
Discovery reviewed escape procedures at launch pad 39B 
Wednesday on the eve of Thursday's final practice countdown, 
one of the last milestones before launch later this month. 
Commander Frederick Hauck, co-pilot Richard Covey, Goorge 
"Pinky" Nelson David Hilmers and John "Mike" Lounge 
arrived in Florida on Tuesday for three days of briefings l\Dd 
practice sessions. . . 
Soviet ship first official delegation to Alaska~ 
NOME, Alaska (UP!) - A Soviet ship has crossed the ~g 
Strait, delivering the flrSt official delegation from Siberia:to 
Alaska, where politicians, citizens and school children rolled qut 
the red carpet for the visitors Wednesday morning. Th«l hoopla 
on Alaska's Bering Sea coast was to move to Anchorage later in 
the day as the state celebrates the first high-level visit from a 
long-dosed region of the Soviet Far East being courted by Alaska. '.' : 
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1 Eddie MO.ney plans tour stop .at Arena 
I, Singer releasing cheel'"l.foaders without joining as well as ph~sically. . 
lilt! frotllall team," Money "I'm growmg up a little 
I 'Walk on Water' said t!1 a phone interview bit. I exercise and I'm 
. from his California studio. healthier," he said. in late September . After graduating fro~ Money and his girlfriend ~ s~hoo,l, he followed m Laurie, also celebrated the 
By Theresa LlYlngston 
Staff Writer 
After a-year-and-a-half 
hiatus, Eddie Money is re-
emerging into the popular 
music scene with his newest 
release, "Nothing to Lose," 
to be released later this 
month. 
Originally from New York, 
Money (whose real name is 
Mahoney) became in-
terested in music at an early 
age, fronting bands in jlmior 
high. In high school, Money 
was influenced by James I Brown, The Coasters, Mitch 
Ryder, tht; Dfotroit Wheels. 
and other popular bands of 
the late '60s. He continued to 
serve as lead singer for 
several local groups. 
,·It was a way to date the 
his father s footsteps a~d birth of their one-month- old-joi.l~ the New York Clo/ daughter, Jessica. 
Pohee . ~~partment. ~IS Money said he is looking 
mother lDltially ~anted him forward to returning to 
to become a dentist, but both carbondale where he feels par~nts ~couragt;d any he has the opportunity to 
mUSIcal asplratim;m m favor perform old standards along 
of a more secure lifestyle. with new hits. 
Realizing that he didn't The first single of the new 
want to spend the rest of his album, "Walk on Water," 
life being a policeman, which will be released Sept. 
Money pursued a musical 9 will be one of many songs 
career by moving to San debuted from his new 
Franscico, where he was album. 
discovered in 1977 by 
manager Bill Graham in a 
battl~-the-bands contest. 
The release of his self-
title!! debut album soon 
followed, as well as two hit 
singles, "Baby Hold On" 
and . 'Two Tickets to 
Paradise." 
EJ~ht years and five 
Eddie Money 
albums later, Money 
describes himself as much 
more mature. After giving 
up "getting high" and going 
I:brough a di\orce more than 
a year ago, Money is back 
on his feet, both emotionally 
Money will perform at 8 
p.m. Sept. 16 at the Arena. 
Tickets are $15 and are 
available at all Arena ticket 
ootlets. For details, call 453-
5341. 
About 1,000 tickets have 
been sold. Seating for 4,000 
bas been planned. 
'Picnic' opens theater's season Russian group 
to show films 
''Things are not always 
whai they seem" is the theme 
(or the fall season of en-
tertainment at McLeod 
Theater. 
The season opens with the 
. Pulitzer PrIze-winning 
'''Picnic,'' by William Inge, on 
Oct.- 20 to 23. "Picmc" is a 
·,contemporary drama that 
examines the changes in a 
small town after the arrival 
of a handsome, young 
stranger. 
"Margaret Flemming," 
known as the "American 
Ibsen," premieres I\ov. 10 to 
12 in tile Lab Theater. It deals 
with an American wife's 
refusal to accept a double 
standard and was written by 
James A. Herne. 
On Dec. 1 to 4, Oliver 
Goldsmith's "She Stoops to 
Conquer" will appear. It is 
the story of a bashful, young 
hero who loses his way on a 
visit to see his fiancee, who 
he has never met, and 
mistakes her for the serving 
maid. 
MacFlash 
Also this fall, the Depart-
ment of Theater will welcome. 
a visit by several members of 
the Riga Art Theater, which 
will present a performance of 
"The Loony Dauka" on Oct. 
5. The group will also hold 
workshops for students at 
McLeod. 
In addition, an evening of 
original one-act plays is 
planned for Sept. 30 and Oct. 
I in the Lab Theater. These 
performances are sponsored 
by the Playwrights' Theater. 
Sept. 8. 1988 - Carbondale II. Apple Computer, Inc. is pleased to announce to 
full-time students, faculty, and administrative personnel of Southern Illinois 
University ai Carbondale .he opportunity to purchase all products from the popular 
Macintosh family of Apple computers. This pro!;Tam provides for greatly reduced 
educational pricing, an innovative student loar, proglam, and complete local 
suppor.. For further details contact the SIU-C Tech Support Center I Wham 
(453-4361) or Computer COMer I Universily Mall (529-5000). 
The Russian Club is 
planning to show video 
cassettes of the popular 
Russian movies "Jazz 
Man" and "F<lll 
Marathon." "Jazz Man" 
will be shown at 3 p.m. 
today in Faner 1125. The 
group will arrange more 
screenings at a later 
date. For more in-
formation, contact 
Robert Edwards or 
Sarah HeYer at 53&-5'i71. 
Broadcasting 
society hosts 
beach games 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
natiOLaI broadcasting society 
for students of radio-
television, will hold tht'ir first 
annual Beach Olympics '88 on 
Sept. 11. 
The event will be held from 
12 to 6 p.m. at Campus Beach 
and will feature food, fun, and 
prizes. Ent:P.rtainment will be 
provided by the WCIL 
JamVen. 
The $3 admission fee includes 
hot dogs, Pepsi and games. 
Tickets for the event will be 
sold at the Student Center on 
Sept. 7 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
and will be sold at the beach 
the day of the event. 
Those interested in 
becoming a member of 
AERho will be able to deduct 
the $3 admission fee from 
their annual dues.: 
National contest 
for college poets 
The American Collegiate 
Poets Anthology is sponsoring 
a National College Poetry 
Contest open to all college 
students. 
Cash awards ranging from 
$20 to $100 will be presented 
to tilJSe with the top five 
poeAif'a~Pted manuscripts 
will be published in 
"American Collegiate Poets." 
All entries must be original 
and unpublished and there 
are no restrictions on form or 
theme. The deadline is Oct. 31. 
For more information, 
contact International 
Publications, P.O. Box 44044-
L, Los Angeles, CA, 90044. 
Get your hands on a Macintosh before your hands are full. 
Homework has a nasty way of piling ;>, homework looks- with an endless variety of 
doesn't it? One day, you feel on top of it all-the type styles, and graphics that'll make your pro-
next, you're behind on your notes, your research, fessors think you bribed a friend in art school. 
your tenn paper. And as for all those classroom scribhlings, 
.' Our advice: Get in front of a Macintosh e research notes, and assorted scraps of paper that 
Computer. litter your desk, we give you HyperCarde-an 
True, it may not tum a lifelong procrastinator amazing new program that provides an easy way 
into an overachiever. But it will make an enor· 
mous difference in how quickly you can write, 
rewrite, and print your assignments. 
Not only will a M.acintosh change the way 
,you look at homework, it'll change the way your 
0')19/iII~~""loWktbt"lfJl<"'-',.~tmd_l1IP _ 
_ <f~""""""",n< 1I>r,~'·"')"""b<si·".-<fIoppk"'''_iiiiiiii_i3r;~iiii ••• ~.m.: Ii 
to stort, organize, and cross-reference each and 
every bit of infonnation. (Hyper(ard is included 
free with every Macintosh. ) 
So come in and get your hands on a 
Macintosh today. 
Before yo~r homework slips completely 
through your fingers . 
. ~ 
The power to be your best:" 
I?/'J Computer Comer 
~ lll1iver~lly 1\-1311 • 5~9-S()O() 
Daily F-gypti3n, SeplllmberlL 19I1II, Page·' 
.: I:,' .; 1.1 
lJajJy Egy¢an 
Opinion.~ GQmJl1~~u.ry 
Student Edttor·in-Chief. John Baldwin: EdltoriaJ Page Ed~or. Richard Nunez; 
Aasoclate Editorial Page E~or. Jacka P Hampton; Acting Managing Editor. Wanda 
HarTis. 
Roll up the sleeves; 
keep SIU-C on top 
ALTHOUGH STUDENTS of the 19805 have been con-
sidered apathetic, students of SIU-C can take pride in 
knowing that they have bled the most f(r a single cause. 
In April of 1986 SIU-C set the peacetime record for 
donating the most blood during one blood drive, with 3,706 
pints of blood collected. in a five-day period. The all time 
record, set by Auburn University in Alabama, is 4,812 pints 
of blood during the Vietnam War era. 
FOR ITS efforts, the University was presented with a 
national award in 1986 by the American Association of 
Blood Banks for the most successful blood drive among 
high schools, colleges and universities. 
SIU-C is still considered one of the nation'ii top suppliers 
of blood, but in the two years since the award was ac-
cepted, blood donations have been slacking off in the 
Southern Illinois area. No alarms have been sounded, but 
students, faculty and citizens of Carbondale are resting on 
their laurels and need a gentle nudging to get them back lli 
the race. 
AUBURN AND other universities across the nation have 
expressed a desire to break SIU-C's peacetime record. 
Although donating blood should not be considered akin to a 
sporting event, these challenges can be considered healthy 
competition. 
If SIU-C maintains its lofty status as a major blood 
supplier to the nation, it will take a healthy step in the right 
direction to changing the University's image as a major 
party school. 
THE RED Cross will sponsor numerous blood drives 
throughout the school year, urging students, faculty and 
citizens of Carbondale to remain at the top of the list of 
blood suppliers. 
The Red Cross will end its two-day blood drive today at 
the Student Center. We encourCi~e everyone who is able to 
give blood to roll up their sleeves and do so. 
U.S., Soviets share space 
SOVIETS AND AMERICANS held their breaths 
Tuesday as a drama unfolded in outer space. Applaase 
broke out at Mission Control when the Soviet capsule 
fmally landed, according to Radio Moscow, which 
broadcast English language reports of crisis to North 
America. 
National news networks reported Americans shared in 
the tense moments and were equally relieved when the 
cosmonauts landed safely. The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration had earlier extended an offer of 
help. This is the kind of cooperation that should exist 
always between the two countries. 
SOVIETS HAVE been reminded that space exploration 
is a risky adventure. That is the same lesson Americans 
learned from the Challenger tragedy. 
"We are already used to everything going smoothly in 
space, and some forget about the danger wWch sP;:lce 
research entails," a Soviet TV commentator said, ' And 
here this once more convinces us how complex a matter it 
is and what a huge amount of abnormal situations awaits 
cosmonauts in orbit." 
We should all be thankful that the Soviets re-leamed this 
lesson without loss of life. 
BOTH COUNTRIES could take this learning process a 
step further if they could extend the cooperation that 
existed, at least on a spiritual level during those tense 
moments, into the area of space exploration. We probably 
are being a bit idealistic to do so, but we cannot belp but 
wonder if the world would not be the better for a joint 
Soviet-U.S. space program. Given the vast amounts of 
resources expended by both countries as they probe outer 
space, we know such a venture would be more economical. 
Quotable Quotes 
"Today, you remember. I wonder now many Americans 
remember. Today is Pearl Harbor Day," - George Bush, 
mistaking the date of the ;attack on Pearl Harbor, which took 
place on Dec. 7.1941. 
"The long·awaited moment is here. They have been tran-
sferred into Russian halJds," - A Radio Muscow broadcast upon 
the sale landing of the Soviet-Afghan clJoSmonaut team in CenLral 
Asia. 
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Viewpoint 
Senator's remark on homosexuals 
sparks opening of R&publican closet 
As a new-born, flag-waving, 
Pledge--of-Allegiance Republ-
ican, I'm shocked by the 
political bumbling of Sen. 
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah. 
A few days ago, Hatch made 
a speech in which he said that 
the DelrIocratic Party is the 
"party of homosexuals." 
I assume he meant that as an 
insult, and I'm sure many 
DP..mocrats took it that way. 
But it wasn't a very smart 
thing for Sen. Hatch to say. 
Apparently Hatch has forgot 
that homosexuals have the 
right to vote. And if this is a 
close election, as the polls say 
it will be, every vote will help 
our heroes, George Bush and 
Dan Quayle. 
So why is Sen. Hatch trying 
to persuade gays to vote for 
Democrats? 
Untr:.-rtunately, Chan-
nel was indicted in the 
Iran,;ontra scandal 
and pleaded guilty last 
year. 
What he should do is point 
out the past. and present in-
volvement of homosexuals in 
Republican politics, including 
the very conservative wing. 
If he did that, gays might 
think: "Goodness, I can be a 
Republican without being 
considered a political per-
vert." 
I'm surprised that Sen. 
Hatch bas so quickly forgot 
about Carl Channel, a gay 
J!!ltriot who was one of tile big 
illegal fund-raisers for the 
contras. 
To get contributions from 
wealth) right-wingers, gay-
patriot Channel formed 
something called the National 
Endowment for the Preser-
vation of Liberty. And he 
staffed it ·i-lth many of his 
fellow gay patriots. 
in~~~w:te:r:~ C~~,:~~::: 
scandal and pleaded guilty last 
year. 
And the embarrassing fact 
came out that some of the 
money his outfit raised didn't 
go to the contras. It went, 
instead, to boyfrie'lds of some 
of the gay patriots. 
But the fact remains, 
Channel was one of the unsung 
conservative heroes of the 
Iran-contra affair. 
l\fike 
Royko 
Tribune Media Services 
So I would think that Hatch 
would be proud that an entire 
gaggle of gays raised millions 
of dollars for one of the con-
servatives' favorite causes. 
(I'm referring to the contras, 
not the boyfriends of gay iv"d-
raisers.) 
Sen. Hatch also seems to 
have forgot about Bob 
Bauman, who used to be a 
congressman from Maryland. 
In his political prime, 
Bauman was considered one of 
the outstanding conservatives 
in Washington, and one of the 
Republican Party's most 
ferocious liberal bashers. 
I can't understand how 
Hatch could have forgot him, 
since both were bright young 
conservatives on Capitol Hill 
for several years. 
However, Bauman is no 
longer there. He bad the 
misfortune to be nabbed by a 
cop one night while making 
romantic overtures to a 16-
year-old male hooker. 
When it came out that 
Bauman regularly sought the 
affections of handsome lads, 
he decided to retire from 
public life. However, he later 
wrote a book in which he said 
that when it came to such 
activities, he wasn't the only 
congressman on the prowl. 
It's also a surprise that 
Hatch has so quickly forgot 
another conservative hero, 
Terry Dolan. 
Dolan was th~ founder of the 
National Conservative 
Political Action Committee, 
which became :1 powerhouse of 
fund-raising and liberal 
wrecking. 
He pioneered the strategy of 
targeting liberal mp.mbers of 
Congress, Hlen pouring huge 
sums into blistering TV ads 
that portrayed t~em .. s sim-
pering politicai weaklings. 
And it was t:ffective. For 
example, the fero'.!ious Dolan 
was instrumental in Dan 
Quayle's upset win ovei. Sci. 
Birch Bayn in Indiana. > ~-~ 
Hatch must remember 
Dolan. Why, only two years 
ago Hatch was eloquent .ir. 
talking about how Dolan bad 
helped shape the modern 
conservative movement. .. 
Sad to say, though,. Hatch 
made that statement ~ at 
Dolan's funeral. Dolan had 
succumbed to AIDS, ap· 
parently brouJht on by his 
homosexual activities. 
And Hatch surely knew . a 
Republican congressman frOID 
Connecticut named Stewru:t 
McKinney. McKinney died1ast 
year of AIDS. A doctor .§<ii{Ji! 
might have picked it up from a 
blood transfusion, bu-t 
Washington insiders said. he 
was gay. 
Bauman had the 
misfortune to be ... :.~,;~~ 
nabbed by a cop::ep~ 
night while making.:",. 
romantic overtures'ro-
16-year-old male 
hooker..,_." 
And it would be impossibk 
for Hatch not to remember 
Roy Cohn, one of the legendary 
conservatives of modern 
times. 
Althougb attorney Cohn 
never beld public office, be had 
enormous influence. As-' a 
young lawyer, be was 91\eo! 
the brains behind Sen.·~ 
McCarthy's relentless bun{ for 
commies in our government 
Although McCarthy and.Cobl;l 
didn't fmd many commies, 
they destroyed the reputatjoO$ 
dt.~ed~ot of liberals _. t}ley 
In later years, Cohn was"~ 
chum of many of the nation'~ 
richest and most powerfUl 
cOnst>rvatives. . " :: :;~ 
He was also chumm:{.~tb 
many young men that one of 
hi.. aides regularly recruited 
for him. And as a reeentbeS~ 
selling book revealed, :.coon 
was spreading the AIDS vm.i& 
right up to his own death.;:~.:~ 
So I think Ha tch is sellli.lj 
our fine party short whea:.)le 
says that the party olea}' 
choice is the Democrats. 
You ought to take a look 
around Washington, senator. 
Republicans have closets, too, 
you know. 
MileY'$ s~~uality q.~estioned 
Attorney accuses wanted to put something in the 
church bulletin. She did not see 
Nitz of being a . ~ ~on before he left for t!I~ 
evemng. 
'homosexual hater' Also brought to the stand 
were Miley's father Richard 
and his twin brother Mark. By ScoH Perry 
StalfWriter 
An emotional Peggy Miley 
remembered the last suppt'l' 
she shared with her son before 
learning three days mter he 
was murdered. The teary-eyed 
mother sat expressionless as 
she answered questions about 
berson's death. 
Mrs. Miley was one of three 
family members that took the 
stand during the second day of 
~n&itz~ the trial of 
Nitz is charged with the 
April 6 murder of Michael D. 
M"lley, who's decapitated body 
was found in the trunk of his 
-automobile near Rocky 
Comfort Road in Union 
Colmty. 
Mrs. Miley last remembers 
~ her son during a choir 
practk-e at aoout 8:45 p.m. on 
April 6 at the Elm Street 
Baptist Church in Mur-
physboro. She recalled being 
sidetracked by ladies who 
While on the stand, all three 
w~tnesses were asked to 
recreate the last time each of 
them saw Michael D. irfiley 
living and to identify items 
presented as evidence, in-
cluding a watch and a cassette 
tape. 
The blood-stained watch was 
found on the Nitz property 
during a police search. The 
blood type matched that of 
Miley's,· but not of Nitz or his 
wife Rita, who also is charged 
in connection with the murder. 
Mark Miley was brought to 
the stand by the prosecution to 
identitfy items that supposedly 
belonged to the victim and to 
answer questions concerning 
the gay community in 
Southern Illinois. 
Miley described him and his 
brother as "practicing 
homosexuals" and told of 
places he and :hembers of the 
homoseltWll community are 
known to gather. 
Among those mentioned was 
UNIONS, from Page 1 
whether the Carbondale and 
Edwardsville campuses 
should vote together. 
Unions feel department 
heads should vote and that the 
campuses should vote 
separately. . 
The IELRB has to dec1de on 
the conditions for the vote. 
The administration also 
wants a vote to come soon. 
"I share the goal of the union 
that the IELRB render its 
decision soon," Thomas 
Britton, vice chancellor for 
administration, said. 
. The conditions of a collective 
bargaining election have been 
struggled with for more than 
three years. 
During that time, the 
University has spent more 
than $300,000 in legal fees to 
p'resent its case and defend 
Itself on collective bargaining. 
"These fees are ridiculous 
and the IELRB should put an 
end to the expenditure of 
BILL, from Page 1 
the buyer. 
Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Fla., 
has prepared ~.1 amendment 
- one of the 36 to be con-
sidered by the House - to 
scrap the waiting period and 
replace it with a program to 
identify felons who try to 
purchase firearms. 
Other amendments expected 
to spark contentious debate 
include a provision to establish 
a federal death peoalty for 
certain drug-related ~, a 
III'OOOS8l to cut off feueral 
benefits to drug users and a 
bid to allow police to conduct 
warnmUess searches. 
Opponents of the excepuon 
to the so-called exclusionary 
role, which prevents the use of 
illegally obtained evidence, 
warD it would erode police 
accountability. Supporters 
argue it would prevent drug 
dealers from gomg free on a 
technicality. 
Several lawmakers said they 
would sur,port a series of 
amendments to make users 
accountable for their actions, 
including a measure to revoke 
the drivers' licenses of drug 
offenders. 
House F-peaker Jim Wright, 
D-Texasi said he expects 
several cays of debate on the 
bill before a final vote is taken 
next week. 
Democrats do not want to 
appear soft on drugs in an 
election year but will try to 
curtail some of the Republican 
measures, such as the death 
~~:~1. for drug-related 
Rep. Charles Rangell, 0-
N.Y., chairman of the House 
drug committee, plans to in-
troduce an amendment that 
SURMA, from Page 1--
fiCIals said about 20 Australian toppled Ne Win's successor 
dependents would be Sein Lwin after 17 days in 
evacuated "on the next office and threatens the 
available flight" and Radio current regime of President 
Thailand broadcast a foreign MaungMaung. 
ministry announcement 
saying "it will evacuate all 
Thai nationals in Burma -
:C=~b~ ;~~Wan:.~,d 
There were widespread 
fears that Gen. Ne Win, 77, 
believed to be making most 
major government decisions 
despite his resignation as 
president and ruling party 
leader in July, would unleash 
the army to crush the geaeral 
strike in a final effort to rescue 
the socialist regime. 
Last month, the army 
opened fire on unarmed 
demonstrators, killing an 
estimatfd 1,000 people in 
Rangoon, but failed to stop 
overwhelming protests that 
Looting broke out Tuesday 
night and the worst incidents 
ocCurred early Wednesday. 
Witnesses said three river 
boats loaded with charcoal 
were boarded by hundreds of 
men who emptIed the boats 
and sold the charcoal to a 
crowd of 5,000 on the river 
bank. 
The crowd then broke into 
nearby government timber 
snops, carting away lumber 
ano furniture. 
"No one dared to prevent the 
looting as a good many of the 
people were armed with 
knives, pointed iron rods and 
slingshots," a witness said. 
the Carbondale bar II He.lrts 
Inc., 213 E. Main St., and tour 
parking areas on Spillv'ay 
Road near Crab Orchard La teo 
Williamson County Statt-'s 
Attorney Charles Garnati sad 
it was at one of these location. 
that Miley was assaulted ther. 
taken to a remote area in 
Union County where the body 
was found. 
Garnati has described Nitz 
as a "homosexual-haler" and 
says he can prove that was 
what led him to beat Miley 
with a baseball bat, shoot him 
in the head and then decapitate 
him. 
Public nefender Larry 
Broeking asked Mark Miley 
about his brother's sexual 
activity and with what 
frequency he visited the 
homosexual hang-outs. 
Broeking contends he has a 
witness that will place Miley 
leaving II Hearts Inc. with an 
unidentified male the night of 
his disappearance. 
Miley was missing until his 
automobile and body were 
found on April 9. 
The trial is set to resume at 
9:30 a.m. today at the 
Williamson County Courthouse 
in Marion. 
scarce public monies," Bet-
u-nnansaid. 
The administration has said 
the legal fees have been 
necessary to present its case to 
the IELRB and to defend itself 
against charges of unfair labor 
practices. 
The chancellor's officp also 
sa:d that it would need to in-
crease its staff if teachen; Vute 
to unionize because slaff 
members will be needed to 
work with the unions. 
would i.r.1pose a mandatory life 
sentence without parole for 
drug kingpins and traffickers 
convicted of murder. 
But if the House decides to 
support the death penalty 
measure introduced by Rep. 
George Gekas, R-Pa., 
Democrats will offer a series 
of amendments to control its 
use. 
Such measures include an 
amendment to prevent the 
execution of mentally retarded 
offenders and a requirement 
that jurors considering the 
penalty be told they are not 
required to impose a death 
sentence. 
Attorney General Richard 
Thornburgh expressed his 
support Wednesday for the 
death penalty amendment and 
urged Congress to provide 
enough money. 
Blood drive 
continues 
Today is the last day that 
blood donations will be taken 
at the Student Center during 
the current Red Cross Blood 
Drive. 
The emergency drive is 
being held from 10:30 a.m. '0 
4:30p.m. in B::.!lroomD. 
Vivian Vgent, blood drive 
coordinator, said donors are 
being processed in about 45 
minutes. 
The blood drive continues 
through Friday, where 
donations will be taker: from 
1:30 to6:30 p.m. atSt. Frlincis 
Xavier Church, corner of 
Walnut and Poplar streets. 
Tt' rr,ake an appointment, 
call 529-2151. 
The blood drive has a goal of 
1,115 rints. About 400 pints 
have ueen col1ected so far, 
Ugentsaid. 
~1lo."'1'~~" - Free Pizza • FREE Small Cheese Pizza with order of 
'"The Best Around" lG. 2 Ingredient Pizzo 
limit 1 per orQer 
Pick-Up or Delivery 
Grand Ave. Mall 49-7811 Carbondale 
Best Hunan Szechwan & Mandarin 
Cuisines in the Carbondale Area 
Lund! 1I.oa_3:GC1pnI1 
...... 3:GII\Im 1CI:GCIpm 
Friday .. 5aturdoy 
until 11:OOprn 
!\ftttftift 
Gft~D€t4S 
R .. taurant 
~ ·meh Combos '2.95 and up I 
(inclut!~ fried rice and egg roll) 
'3.95 Lul'eheSuHeteDinner 
Cacktaih.ecarry Outs 
---------------, 
: Flaming Volc!lno I 
I '3.95 I 
I With Dinner-Exp. Sept. 15 I 
I---__ --------~ 
Delivery Service 529.2813 
·We oHer Delivery Service within a 5 mile radiul 
-Now accepting credit carda 
1901 N.urdale Shopping CE .. lter 
Any Mixed Drink 
Your Choice 
50¢ Drafts 
till 9:00 
TONIGHT j 
Hemisis 
BILLIABBS PIBLOUR 
~eIi 9'anduu:cIt 9'ftecUd 
lOam - 6pm 
1/41b. All Beef Frank 
with pickle & chips 
Plus Draft S 1.3 5 
Ham & Cheese Sandwich 
,vith pickle &chips 
Plus DraftSZ.25 
Custom Cues For Sale 
Renewal Institute oHers classes for teachers 
UniversitY helps 
teachers upgrade 
classroom skills 
By Phyllia Coon 
SlaffWriter 
In a rut with old teaching 
ideas and want to get out? 
Primary and secondary 
teachers who want to get out of 
the rut should take a ~ 
from the University's Renewal 
Institute, a carbondale first 
grade u-.acher said. 
"The Renewal Institute is 
something different set up' 
specifically for teachers,' 
JOhn T. Stinebaugh, a student 
in the institute and a first 
grade teacher at Lewis School, 
said. "The institute does more 
than a graduate course 
becaw:e the classes are much 
more useful and convenient." 
The institute makes sure 
students have the time and 
resources to complete a 
rourse, Stinebaugh said. 
Instruction assists 
local elementary;. ~ 
secondary sch~;~ 
By David S. Acup 
Student Writer 
and PhylliS Coon 
Staff Writer 
The Renewal InstitUte)9i 
Practicing Educa Lors ,is. 
designed to update elementary 
and high school teachers' skills 
and techniques, the director of 
the institute sai~ .. 
"Courses have illways been 
tuition free," Dean Stuck, 
director of the institute, said. 
"It was one of the incentives to 
get teachers back into school 
to upgrade their knowledge." 
Teachers still are required.. 
to pay University fees, he said. 
The institute, which began 
operating in the summer .. of 
1985, offered its fin.t cla&s in 
the spring of 1986. It has had 
more than 400 participants, 
Stuck said. 
"YOU DON'T get that in 
some graduate courses," he 
said. 
Incentives for taking the 
courses include ~ low cost 
and a chance to move ;!p on the 
school district salary schedule, 
Stinebaugh, who has been 
teaching for 12 years, said. 
John T. Stlnebliugh. a flrat grad. t .. cher at lewis Schooiln.Carbondale. 
THE INSTITUTE is a non-
degree-granting program, but 
it does offer graduate credit 
toward some majors, be said •. 
School administrators don't 
see a teacher's report card 
unless it is sent to them so the 
teacher can move up on the 
pay scale, he said. 
Amnesty 
International 
Mar\ory Byler 
Sponsored by 
SPC Expressive Arts 
September 
15 
8:00p.m, 
Ballroom 
o 
Admission 
-',00 
"Taking the courses also 
helps to give new teaching 
ideas," Stinebaugh said. 
While Stinebaugh said he has 
taken mathematics and 
science courses through the 
institute he has concentrated 
on the written communication 
courses. 
"THE KIDS are do!ng more 
writing at an earlier age," 
Stinebaugh, who works with 23 
students in a self-contained 
cl.assroom, said. ..your own 
ownership is one of the things 
we've been doing. The kids can 
read whatJley write because 
it's written with their own 
words." 
•••••••••••••••• ¥ ••• 
~ CHEAP LAOCiHSI ~ 
• AT ~ ~BCi'S PROFESSIOnAL COMEDY~ 
~ -~ . 
: ~:~."#.fo r ~~:~. 7:00 : 
• ~~ ~~t~-t, Only '1 00 ic: 
• ~~ ~G~c~' ~. iC ~ ~~ Selween 7:00.I~OO iC 
• only·P ~ iC .:!<o.~ After 8:00 iC t ~ A Reasonable '3H ~ 
~ Ron Crick Dave Bublitz ~ 
~ Houston, TX Deriver, CO iC 
• BO'. 1620 w. MaIn 549.1942 ic: 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
Have you received your 
Salukl Club Card? 
• Banquet Facilities 
-Carry,outs 
All Dinnen Include: 
Freshtastics Food Bar 
and our new 
Soft Serve Dessert 
and Toppings Bar 
Rt.13W .. , 
2151W 
RomodaLn. 
457_ 
r,k:~;;& 1 Stad ... U.D. 
L_ '. dW'bJ Required 
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Students also are keeping 
journals, he said. 
''The journals take a smaU 
amount of time for them to 
communicate what they are 
doing at school or at bome," 
Stinebaugh said. "Students 
that can't communicate in 
See RENEWAL, Paga 7 
The three-credit hour. faU 
and spring courses are taugllt. 
at night in Lawson Hall.. .. , 
"Normally we use the fllU. 
term for observation and 
assistance," Stuck said .. "We 
visit those teachers who -have 
EW1icipated in the progr.a.r:B ~~ 
See TEACHER, Paga 7 
FREF, 
80ap of the da,. 
IUld fried woaton with 1Ul,. eaue. parch •• e_:~ 
C~~'C~~~·· 
VIDEO DfI"CE CLUB 
Presents Our World Famous 
Ladies'l\Tight 
-Come dance to the ~
bet music videos In 
Southem Ill1nol5 
Guys! 
you won't 
want to 
mls5it. 
1f·· /;;;~/'; 
;/ - '---P-RE-E--,nl'rl 
~IIAMPAGn 
AND 
ADMISSION 
FOR ALL THE 
LADIES 
RENEWAL, from Page 6 Shy family of six 
claimsonrioUrth 
r--:.a:---------------------; 
f ~ Makin' it great! ! 
words use pictures and maybe 
justa few words." 
Whit. sunebaugb is 
==tiJ:cor":~~= to see if be is using some of the 
new techniques. 
"IT'S QUITE interesting 
when some cl the instructors 
come because some of them 
haven't been in my grade 
level," Stinebaugh said. "It's 
interesting to see some of their 
reactions to situations that 
arise." 
Almost all the instructors 
Stinebaugh has had through 
the institute have had their 
doctorates, he said. 
"I don't feel threatened by 
their presence in the 
classroom and I doo't think 
anyone should. They are just 
"1 he J)t'..pu/drit{ofihe 
Courses is ·amazing. I 
think teachers come 
because the program 
is tuition-free, and 
because it can earn 
them a pay raise. " 
-Dean Stuck 
there to help," Stinebaugh 
said. 
The Renewal Institute 
"seems like a pretty good 
&rru:::~~~~~:!~ 
your class while you are taking 
the classes," Stinebaugh said. 
TEACHER, from Pag~ 6 
tbe::spring and summer and 
see if they are utilizing what 
they have learned." 
Summer courses are taught 
iJi:.rour~week workshops. The 
swmner program had about 
140partiClpants, Stuck said. 
T1Je Renewal Institute offers 
nme' ~ that focus on 
mathematics, science and 
~tten communication. 
"'THESE ARE the areas that 
most teachers have difficulty 
teaching," Stuck said. "We 
would like to expand into other 
areas but money is very tight 
~~~~~~~l~ 
been' set at 20 students per 
lecture, he said. 
''There usually is a waiting 
list for some courses, but 
every, one who signs up gets in." Stuck said. 
','The ,popularity of the 
courses is amazing. I think 
teaChers come because the 
program is tuition-free, and 
because it can earn them a pay 
raise." 
The Renewal Institute was 
recognized nationally m 1987 
wben the American 
~tion cl State Colleges 
and, ,Universities selected the 
i"l!ritui.~ for the Christa 
McAuliffe Award for Ex-
~. 
MCAULIFFE, A teacher 
from Massachusetts, was one 
of the astronauts on board the 
space shuttle Challenger when 
it~lodedinl985. 
While the institute has 
received its share of nraise, 
Stuck :uid that "it'S the 
:STARTS FRIDAY! 
PoLTERGEIST 
~ m I!:m 
ftiJ: 
=T£CENTER .457a15~ 
~ A New Cauedy 
: . Prun The <Zeators or 
"Down ADd Out In JIew:rtf HDIs!' 
L~_~MJ 
' •• OR ~ Starts Frldayl 
"The institute does 
more than a graduate 
course because the 
classes are much 
more useful and 
convenient. " 
-John T. Stinebaugh 
teachers who deserve the 
credit. We have an excellent 
faculty and they do their job 
very well." 
Knowledge of the program 
goes beyond Southern Illinois. 
A majority of the par-
ticipants are from a 6I)-mile 
radius. However. "we have 
had teachers come from as far 
away as Belleville. We even 
bad someone here from 
Springfield," Stuck said. 
DONALD BEGGS, dean of 
the College of Education, said 
he sees "the Renewal Institute 
as an extension of our 
cooperative effort with the 
area schools. It clearly 
demonstrates the University's 
commitment to quality and 
excellence in education." 
VfRS1T!:I ~@VII~ 
STOrlt*** 
4'8 SOUTH 1UJN0IS 
CARBONDALE·451·5125 
-or Lotto Jackpot 
CHICAGO (UPI>" - A 
publicity~y family of six 
came forward late Tuesday 
and claimed a share of a $21 
million Lotto grand prize, to be 
split among four winners of the 
Sept. 3 drawing, State Lottery 
officials said. 
The winners of one-fourth of 
the huge Lotto pot, the state's 
fourth largest, asked that their 
names be withheld and were 
identified only as the "Kole 
family partnership," said 
Lottery spokeswoman Carrie 
Worley. The family lives in the 
Chicago metropolitan area, 
she said. 
r--------- -COUPON------------· 1 
: On. Lara_ Meatlove,. Pizza : I 
I WI a hearty fea.t of your F '9 99 I I 
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WSIL b~ea~~ ~~~~io g.~QYJ'd. 
. Services offer help -':f;~ 
. ,t9 re-on.try __ ~,tudents·--5'tation will relocate in CrainvJlle for more central Iocatkif -.---- -. By 'JIi -,yn. Wallace 
Staff INriter 
\\'Su.. TV-3, the local ABC 
affiliate, plans to move its 
studios from Harrisburg to 
Crainville as early as April, 
1989. 
At the Tuesday afternoon 
grow:d breaking ceremonies, 
Steve Wheeler, WSn. TV-3 
president and general 
manager, expressed the 
station's goal to better serve 
Illinois from this more central 
location, just eight miles east 
of carbondale on Route 13, 
between Carterville and 
Marion. 
Among the 100 guests, well-
wishers, and station em-
ployees at the gathering were 
State Senator Glenn Poshard 
and Congressman Ken Gray. 
Gray qwpped as he scoo~ a 
shovel-fu1 of dirt, "This IS the 
most work I've done all week." 
J_W. Davis, WSn.'s director 
of engineering, noted that the 
new facility will encompass 
14,000 square feet and be more 
cost efficient than the 6O-year-
old 'Duildings that presently 
bouse the station. 
D.llvis estimated the new 
studios would cost $1.5 million. 
This would not include the 
costs of transporting the 
satellite dishes and other 
broadcast equipment from 
Harrisburg. 
Weather permitting, the new 
building should be completed 
by F'ebruary. 
Bonnie Wheeler, News 
Center-3 news director, sup-
ports the relocation plans, 
citing the move as a climax to 
WSIL's goal of "continual 
upgrading" over the past few 
years. 
Wheeler is confident that 
Crainville will be a much 
better location from which to 
gather the news because 
Harrisburg is so far east. She 
said that news crews presently 
spend more time on the road 
back and forth between 
Harrisburg . and t:he. rest of 
Southern Illinois than they do 
covering stories. 
TV -3 reporter Andy Alcock 
said his time on the road is 
about 45 minutes per story. 
"We usually have ro write 
our stories in the car on the 
way back to the station in 
order to have it ready for 5 
o'clock," he said. 
Mark Kiesling, sports 
director, also hopes the central 
location will help the sports 
staff cover a wider range of 
sports more fairly, noting that 
it will be easier to cover Saluki 
sports. 
Wheeler and her news team 
looks forward to the higher 
visibility on Route 13 that will 
help them com~te more 
strategically WIth other 
stations that have Southern 
Illinois news bureaus. 
Wheeler's husband, Steve, 
assured reporters that WSn.'S 
broadcast range will in no way 
change as a result of the move. 
By Nora BenU.y --, 
Staff Writer ''There have' Dec.. -VP.l'IlI 
times when someone has 
Re-entry students can changed their schedule and 
receive belp ~.hrough we've not been able to imd 
Women's Services them, .. 
emergency locator service About 25 people have-Jeft 
and brown bag luncheons, schedules already;··-and 
Susan Mojeske, women's Mojeske expects more to 
serviceR re-entry program drift in everyday _ "It's v~ 
coordinator said. well received and used, , 
The emergency locator she said. 
service is c<llianuing ser- Another program for re-
vice provided for older entry students is the brown 
students who are returning bag luncheons. This is a 
to the University or are program that gives support, 
coming for the first time, information, and helps witP 
Mojeske said. the personal growth··ro 
This service provides a members of thetrotip, 
way for students ro be Mojes1l:e said. 
Po!ygamous clan charged with murder 
located while in class if After a needs assesment 
there is a problem with their is made on the group, guest 
children. The students fill speakers will be invited to 
out forms of their daily speak on subjects the group 
schedule for Women's is interested in, she said. 
Services, and then gives "We're trying to get· to. as 
Women's Services' ~hone many women as we can," 
number to their child s day Mojeske said. The lun-
care facility, school or cheons will be Wednesdays 
sitter. from noon to 1 p.m. in the 
"Someone can come in STC building Room 70. They 
and leave a schedule with us start Sept. 14. . . ~ 
SALT LAKE CITY (UP!)-
Three members of a 
polygamous clan already 
con~.jcted for a siege triggered 
by the bombing of a Monnon 
chapel were charged Wed-
nesday with killing a law of-
ficer during a shootJut at the 
second-degree murder 
charges against Addam 
Swapp, Swapp's brother, 
Jonathan, and John T. Singer 
in the Jan. 28 shooting death of 
state Corrections Department 
Lt. Fred House. 
defendants' fann. The complaints were filed in 
State prosecutors filed 3rd District Court in Coalville, 
RegIster To Win 
Electronic 
Typewriter 
Foldaway Draftingl 
Drawing Table 
Drawing Sept. 30th $8 95 
~ XDS250 _T __ 
Retail value $299.00 
. lQ'"/o Discount with Student I.D. 
. ..: .,....Open ~te to 8 p m. (Hours' 9am to 8pm Mon-Sat) 
• . . .~ .. :. . - OOQ E, Walnut 
: ~'. Located in the Eastgate ShOppmg Center 
.~--- ?, ~ ...... 
,,~ .. :. ...,''"U\~~ .., 
iit:~ 
ON THE STRIP 
-----------, 1/4 lb. 
Burger 
& 
Fries 
99C 
Goo<IOnIyOn Thundo. 
---------------
Pages, Daily EgyptiaD,~~,l_ 
Utah. The defendants were not 
to appear in court until Sept. 
20, Attorne)- General David 
Wilkinson said. 
All three defendants have 
been in custody since their 
arrests during the shootout 
that ended a 13-day siege at 
their tiny Marion farm. 
so their childcare can call The Women's Services 
us in case of an emergency, was started 12 years ago-
andwegooutandlocatethe because the need was; 
mother," Mojeske said. recognized on campUs. It. 
Fathers have also used this serves members of the~ 
service, shesaid. Universi~ community and 
Mojeske said several surrounding communities 
l:erents had said they had who are concerned .. witb. 
n contacted through the women·sissues. .., , .... 
service, but added that, Services offered b)L~; 
OU'RE INVITE 
1988 Graduate and Professional 
Student Reception 
The Groduote ond Professional Student Council 
indies you to ottend the Graduate and Profes' 
sional Student Reeeption to be held in Bollrooms 
A. Bond C of the Student Center from 
7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
on Thursday, September 8th. 
A unique ol'portunit~· "'ill be pro\-;d.-d (or graduate and 
professional ~tudents to meet Uni\'t'rSit)· administrators a~ .. ·toll 
as rt-presenlBt;'·es of \'arious rommunity and campus support 
groups. JU,fr .. shments and music ",,11 be indudH! to creal£' both 
an inform at;"" and ~n\.l'naininc atmosph~. ChiJdcan \\-;11 be 
prO\id.-d b.\· Rainbo ... ·6 End. 
Plecue join us! 
@sc 
.A... 
Deadline To Apply For 
Student Medical 
Benefit fee Refund 
Friday, Sept. 9 
To apply for a refund. a atudent muat 
pr ... nt hla/her Inaurance policy booklet 
or the achedula of banaflts alon, with tha 
Inaurance wallat I.D. card to the Student 
H_lth Program. Inaurance Office. Kaanar 
Hall. Room 11.. All atudenta, Includln, 
thoae who hava applied for a Cancellation 
Walvar and whoae fa .. ora not yet paid. 
muat apply for tha refund bafore tha 
d_dllne. Studanta 17 and under n_d a 
parant'a al,natura. 
I 
Wired 
i-ijiiOiii'sPii.l8~~~--; 
$ 1 00 ff F-REE Delivery ~~ ~.~ I ,. 0 1/32oz. Pepsi .~~-::::~. I 
- ........ W"hd."""'''-''~f 1 or X-Large or medium plua ' . ! I 
. . PI:aa . 2/32oz. Pepsi's . :A>- I 
l,m,t one per P'ZZO with large or X-large - -. I 
We Always Deliver FREE PepsI's I 
-529·1344 ! 
i---~=~===~cou~~~---===~-~ 
I~~ax Roast Beef I 
I . sanOdwiCh : ,~ :~ .. , .. ~. 0 b ! 
.2 . -~'Y ,.., ! 
::::. {Limit 4) I 
IJjl{ax. ! 
FAST FOOD ,wmt STYLE. 
Not vahd with any other offer 
Sales lax charged Offer g<>Od ., 
Dan JohnlOn of Murphysboro Installs 
telephone linn In the be.ement of 
. ParklnlOn Laboratory Wednesday. Johnlon 
wlWka for Sulll,.n Electric, which along 
with GTE la contracted by the Unl'.Alty to 
Inatall • telephone system. The work at 
Parkinson Laboratory should be finished by 
the end of the w .. k. COMEro 
2 charged for illegal trading fllelis 
NEW YORK (UP!) - The 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission Wednesday 
charged Drexel Burnham 
Lambert Inc, and jtmk bond 
king Michael Milken with 
insider trading and other 
securities law violations in a 
multimillion-dollar scheme 
that involved a secret pact 
with disgraced financier Ivan 
Boesky. 
PTL insiders 
doubt Bakker 
has finances 
FORT Mn..L, S.C. (UPI) -
Jim Bakker, the fallen 
television evangelist, prepared 
Wednesday for his career to be 
born again - but PTL insiders 
warned be may not have the 
money he needs for the 
bankrupt ministry. 
New York lawyer Norman 
Roy Grutman, who was PTL's 
attorney while the Rev. Jerry 
Falwell was in charge, said be 
could not believe anyone would 
send Bakker money after the 
way be ran PTL. 
"Giving a dollar to Jim 
Bakker is like giving a bottle to 
a.':':-alcoholic," Grutman 
W8n':-:d 
l.eis Chalmers, 
sPokeswoman for PTL trustee 
l'otC. "Red" Benton said 
senton has doubts about 
Baldter's claim to have $3 
million in cash from sup-
porters and even more serious 
doubts about the Greek tycoon 
Bakker's lawyers say is 
waiting in the wings to fund his 
purchase. 
Biller's offer to buy back 
the ~ teleVISion ministry is 
valued at $165 million, in-
cluding $80 million that is to be 
paid in cash when the deal is 
i:Josed. 
:.~·We are not at a point where 
we Un sign any agreement 
with Bakker," Chalmers said. 
"Before any contract is 
signed, the $3 million must be 
delivered either in cash or an 
~ocable letter of credit. 
~'Secondly, we have to have 
same. evidence that an ad-
ditional m million will be 
available and actually be there 
at closing. We have not been 
satisfied that the money is 
anywhere. 
Drexel, one of the nation's 
most prominent brokerrages, 
has been the target of SEC and 
federal grand jury in-
vestigations since the firm was 
implicated by Boesky nearly 
two years ago in the largest 
insider-trading scandal in Wall 
Street bistory. 
The civil SEC complaint, 
which also named 
multimillionaire Victor Posner 
First Time 
Shampoo. Cut & Style 
$7.50 
Free Glaze 
with Perms 
$40.00& up 
703 S. Illinois 
549-4142 
and four others, charged 
Drexel and Milken had a 
seeret arrangement with 
Boesky. 
The commission did not put 
a dollar figure on profits from 
the scheme because the 
amount is subject to in-
terpretation, said Tom 
Newkirk, SEC chief litigation 
counsel. . 
FOR A COTTON-EYED JOE YOU'LL NEVER FORGET 
Come out and do the Cotton-Eyed Joe as it's done 
only at Fred's. (And nothing like in Texas). It can 
best be described as the libyan Army in full route. 
This Saturday: 
Country Fire 
To reserve a table call 549.8221 
5PC films and Hair Performers 
Presents 
Hairspray 
A Musical Comedyl 
Sat., Sept. 10 at 7, 9, and 11 pm 
Sun., Sept. 11 at 3. 5, and 7pm 
Drawings for prizes at Late Sh0W5 
and free halrspray samples. 
for More Information Call 536-3393 
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! Adrian Belew I 
i ! with i special guest I 
~ Enigma Recording Artist ~ 
I Velvet Elvis I I September 9 I 
i Student Center!! 
I_~ Ballrooms I __ 
Show Starts i and SPC Consorts at 10:00 pm II 
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East-west co~p~e o'PP9~it~Qrt rn~t~,. wit." .City .~~ff 
By Alchlird Goldstein -- -, - ~. -- ~.:.:-
Staff Writer citizen groups, the public In the middle were private of some buildings in the minois IDOT said it hasn't s~nt 
hearing commenced. citizens opposed to the couple. Avenue·Washington Street federal money, Pauls saId it 
Citizens opposed to the east· The hearing began with Robert Paul~, pre!lident of area.' has. ' .,' 
west couple locked horns with support for the couple by the Central Carbondale The city said that this 
City staff, while business James Prowell, president of Historic Area Association said routing would be necessary to Pauls threatened to drag'the 
leaders announced formal the Carbondale Chamber of the City staff had meet minimum requirements matter into court if mOT will 
supportforthecouple. Commerce, and Mike misrepresented the proposals ofIDOT. noh:omplywith the request for 
Major players gathered at Diamond, spokesman for the of citizen groups for options to an audit. ,: ~ _ 
the City Coundl meeting Sept. Carbondale Industrial Cor· the couple. Another disputed point was The couple would -JDaie 
6, as the scheduled Sept. 'D poration. Pauls said the alleged whether federal money has Main Street one-way':west-
voteonthecoupleisneanng. It ended with an minois misrepresentationis"partofa been spent studying the bound and Walnut Street" one-
After the council reviewed De~ent of Transportation pattet'n to promote city feasibility of the couple. If way eastbound. To complete 
two City staff reports which official reading a letter trom divisiveness." federal money has been used, the couple, a street frODl .. the 
made no specifiC recom- the Director of U,e Division of The City staff altered mOT wwld be required to intersection of Brook Lane and 
mendations, but were critical Highways Harold Monroney in citizen-proposed routes, which conduct an environmental Oakland Avenue would _ be 
of options recommended by support of the cropie. would result in the demolition impact study ou the couple. built. 
Bush, Dukakis face jeers on road 
By United Pres. Internatlo.,al 
Michael Dukakis and George 
Bush have spent most of this 
campaign basking in the 
cheers of friendly crowds. But, 
running lnto unexpected waves 
of boos and jeers, the:;' each 
learned in harsh fasluon that 
not everyone is a fan. 
On one front, the Democratic 
Massachusetts governor and 
the Republican vice president 
saw progress in their cam-
paigns Tuesday, as their top 
aides made strides toward 
arranging two debates that 
could decide the presidential 
election. 
However, as they tried to sell 
their messages in different 
parts of the country. the two 
candida tes confronted their 
most difficult day on the road. 
Dukakis, campaigning neat 
Ch~cago, was forced to delay 
his remarks for almost seven 
minutes as shouting anti-
abortion protesters yelled 
"You're a baby killer." , 
Bush received similar 
treatment in Portland, Ore. 
where hundreds of iron-
workers heckled him as a 
"union buster" and booed as 
he treid to boast about the 
Reagan administration's 
economic record. 
Both men bODed for warmE'r 
receptions in Campaign stops 
today. Bush planned to ad-
dress the American Legion 
convention in Louisville, Ky., 
and they each scheduled 
separate appearances at an 
internatioual B'Nai B'rith 
convention in Baltimore. 
For Dukakis, the Tuesday 
jeering stopped after several 
minutes when about six people 
were roughly hustled from the 
room by Dukakis supporters. 
ON THE ISLAND PU 
CUISINE INTERNATIONAL 
--LUNCH SPECIAL--
THURSDAY 
Cashew Chicken with rice or fries 
'3.09 
IJillMl 
Teri~,aki, Yakitori or Broiled Chi,;;ken 
With ri(.(> or fries 
'2.79 
---BAR SPECIAL---
Bud 50¢ dr2ft $2.75 pitcher 
California Cooler $1.25 
Tanqucray 
F~EE HORS O'OEUVRES FROM 10-1 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
GROUPS & 
WORKSHOPS How tq stand ouf~~1 
macrowd~) 
Genr!~ ex€'roses deSigned (or those 
who art: overweight or lind dt."lObiCS 
programs roo srrenuous Includes 
mml lectur~s on fitne5s and wt:'j~ht 
cont!'""'1 
This ongoing group meets 
MON., WED _, and FRIDAYS 
5-6PM 
Rec Center Multipurpose Houm 
Co-Sponsored by InliRec. Spons 
k, Kesnar Hall Classroom 
lacross fr::;m the Health Service) 
AD first bme birth control users must 
attend BEFORE making an 
appointment at the Health ServIce, 
We encourage you to bring your 
portner, Call 536-4441 for more info 
Room 101 
QUlglev Hall 
7-9PM 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBfR 13 
Learn basil. healthy cooking and 
shopping tipS for eatong well when 
you're liVing on your OWn Come 
sample somp tasty treats prepared 
ilnd presented by Leslie Andpr.on 
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The American Express" Can! ~ an oulSlanding weIoome-
\irtually anyoMiere you shop. v.iJether ii's for a leather jadret 
or a leather.oollJld classic. WIJ!!Iher YOU':\! bound for 
a booItstore or a beac!l in Bermuda. So duling roUege 
and ai'.er, i(~ the j.>eriect way 10 pay for just aboUI 
everything you'll want 
How to get the Card now. 
il 
., 
" 
" 
" 
CoUege is the first sign I)f soo:ess. And because \'Ie --
believe in your potentil1l, we'we made it e2Sier~~,..,.. .. 
10 get the American Express Card right I_~ --
Whether you're a freshman, senior ~ ,:;::;;: 
grad SlUdent, look inlO ournewaut~~:::-';; 
approval offers. For details, pici up an;';':::': 
applicatiOllon ~;;:: 
Orc:alll-8(J().THE.QJIDalidaskfo£·.~ 
'.- a student applicatioit~"': 
. The American Express ~~ ; 
'Dotl'tl.eave School-Without ~ 
~~~~-.'>: 
~?~ 
BUsh- confused on Pearl Harbor date Convention 
will appear 
on ballot 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)-
Vice President George Bush, 
in an address to the American 
Legion Wednesday, 
~'8stooished the vetf>rans by 
'declaring, "Today is Pearl 
'Harbor Day," jumping the 
gun by three months. 
"Today, you remember. I wonder how many 
Americans remember. Today is Pearl Harbor 
Day, " the Republican presidential nominee 
said to a stunned audience. 
amends, but his concluding 
remark only elicited guffaws 
from the crowd. 
"I will never f~rget that 
day, Dec. 7," Bush said. "I 
was in a church service on 
that Sunday .... I remember 
that attack." The question of whether to convene a 
constitutional convention 
in the state will appear on 
the ballot in November, 
and a debate on the issue 
will be beld today at 4 
p.m. in the Lesar Law 
School Auditorium. 
,'The Republican prt'Sidential 
_candidate dumbfounded the 
S,()/)() people attending the 70th 
annual convention of the 
American Legion and set 
them to murmuring with his 
error. 
"Today, you remember. I 
,wonder how many ~ericans 
reme!nber. Today IS Pearl 
Harbor Day," he told the 
-audience. "Forty-seven years 
ag~ to this very day, we were 
hit -aDd hit hard at Pearl 
Harbor and we were not 
.ready." 
~. Lata', Bush was asked 
about the mistake while flying 
OD Air Force Two to 
Baltimore and he said 
dleerfully, "Remember Pearl 
Harbor." 
-; ") just got messed up," he 
said. "I wanted to work Pearl 
lIarbor in and just got carried 
J1JNay and said Sept. 7 and 
then I looked out and saw the 
_iDcredulity on the face of one 
particular guy down to my 
left and I thought, 'Whoops, 
my Leavens, I've done it,' so 
fortulAtely I got it in time to 
correct it." 
In Ba1timore, Bush told the 
1,200 delegates to the 34th 
bien.-ual convention of the 
Jewll!h service organization 
B'NA; S'rith that he opposes a 
Palestinian state but also is 
agaiJl.~t the continued Israeli 
occupation of the West Bank 
and ,-,aza Strip, seized in the 
1967 r.'lddle East war. 
Bul he pledged strong 
support for Israel and vowed, 
if elected president, he will 
mak" the U.S.-Israeli military 
par'r,ership "stronger 
tom!lITow." 
Democratic presidential 
candidate Michael Dukakis 
also addressed the B'nai 
B'rith gat.bering Wednesday 
evening; he wa~ scheduled to 
speak w the American Legion 
CHINA HOUSE ~ R •• taurant 
$4.99Dinner Special ~ 
Moo Goo Gai Pan 
Eggroll 
Soup 
Rice 
549-5032 701 S S. Illinois Ave. 
4¢ 
COPIES 
8-1/2 x 11 or 8-1/2 x 14 Wh:: 20# Self Service 
KOPIES & MORE 
I 607 S. ILLINOIS AVENUE • 52S-~679 
~)l ON THE ISLAND-ON THE STR1P - !:.SJSS FROM GA1SSY'S 
HOF DRINKING WiJ ' 
"Oi "!!E STILI 
j'1iJ.,.a..:: - .. -..... ,'I)IN(: 
! .t..~- Po,folYourS:UCStudoontHec't: 
convention Thursday. 
Wednesday, Bush, who had 
diverted from his prepared 
text in making the mistake, 
carried on with his address 
for several more minutes as 
the whispers among the 
legionnaires in the city's 
Commonwealth Convention 
Center grew louder. 
"Freedom is on the 
march," said Bush, who, 
when realizing his mistake, 
diverted again from his text. 
"Did I say Sept. 71 Sorry 
about that - Dec. 7, 1941, 47 
years," the vice president 
said to applause. 
"I'm glad I corrected that. 
I saw this guy (in the 
audience) shaking me off out 
here, .. he said as the 
Legionnaires laughed. 
At the end of his speech, 
Bush ad-libbed again in 
reference to his earlier 
mistake and tried to make 
Bush spokeswoman Sheila 
Tate said later the vice 
president apparently made 
the mistake because earlier 
be had referred to the date of 
Sept. 2, 1944, - the day he 
was shot down in the Pacific 
as a young Navy pilot fighting 
the Japanese. 
There was a general feeling 
among the Legionnaires that 
Bush, reading many speeches 
on the campaign trail, wag 
entitled to a mistake oc-
casionally. 
"The man has one speech 
after another and I can un-
derstand him making a 
mistake once in a while," said 
John Lynch of Post 63 in 
Clarkston, Mich. 
Earl Reinhardt of Post m 
in Pontiac, Mich., a~reed, 
saying, "He caught the 
mistake and went OD. It 
wasn't that big a deal." 
Patrick J. Quinn, 
spokesperson fer the 
Citizens for Con-
stitutional Reform, and 
David Kenney, an 
emeritus professor of 
political science at th~ 
University who helped 
write the 1970 con· 
stitution. are scheduled 
speakeni. 
Quinn, a Chicago at· I 
torney, foul!ded thE I 
I 
Illinois Coalition ior I 
Political Honesty. 
I Kenney sened in Gov I 
I, James R. Thompson'~ ~inetfrom Hm 10 1987_ j 
WHY YOU Gtnat&t,s 
DESERVE Pizza" 
TWOPIES V 
IN THE FACE. 
The Taste Worth Doing Anything For. 
r-----~----~---'r--------------, I 2 MEDIUM LARGE PIZZA I CHEESE PIZZAS FOR THE 
I THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST PRIC E ! $999 OF A MEDIUM 
II Get 2 medium thin or original Choose from original thick 
crust cheese pizzas for only crustl thin crust or stuffed pie I $9.99. Addliionat toppings for pizza with your choice of 
I $1.28 each covers both pizzas. toppings. 
I Please notify cf coupon Please notify of coupon I use when Ofdering_ Nol U!Ie when ordering. Not 
• \lalod with any oti ... r discount <. '7 valid with any other diKount:<",: ;" 
I :U':r~L:;'~~one GOcffathitJs ~:::::=rl ;;~~ne GOdfathirs 
I :{':"~i~l!!;a=s- Pizza·~ ~:'':~~~:!~a~:;. Pizza ... I LimiterideliYef\>are.u~ • .d V ill1"..,.c.,!,,,,",, •. rea' and V I hours. hou<! 
I oGodlIllbofWPiU-.1nc. ,_ CGadlol....., "!>:,a.1nc. '\I&i L ______ ~';!!: _____ J L ____ IE-'- _.,.;'!!! _____ .J 
GODFATI!ER1S PIZZA L.oCATION: 
J 040 Eaf;t ~Nab:'\lt 
Cad:.o-udale 
Pllune: 529-3881 
Briefs 
SIU AGRICULTURAL 
Mechanization Club will have 
a "Kickoff Cookout" at 5:30 
tonight at Evergreen Park in 
the Black Locust Pavillion. 
Bring what you likE' to go elong 
with namburgers i .. ld hotdogs. 
New members are welcome. 
uSG ACADEMIC Affairs 
Commission will meet at 5 
tonight in the Iroquios Room of 
the Student Center. All un-
dergraduate students are 
encouraged to attend. 
THE AMERICAN 
Marketing Association will be 
hosting a New Member Night 
at 7 toni2ht in the Student 
Center Aurutorium. 
YOUTH SWIM Program will 
be held from 9 a.m. to noon 
Saturday and Sunday at 
Pulliam Pool. The jlJ'ogram 
will run until Oct. 9. 
Registration will be taken at 
the Rec Center lnformatiO(! 
Desk. 
CHALLENGE YOUR co-
workers to a game of 
walleyball. To reserve a court, 
·call536-5531. 
FOR A real workout, try the 
climbing wall at the Rec 
Center. Participants receive 
individual instruction. The 
Climbing Wall is open 7 to 9 
p.m. Monday and Wednesday, 
and 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday and 
Thursday. 
FRATERNITIES AND-
Sororities- bring your groups 
together with a splash party at 
the Rec Center poolS. For 
details, call 536-5531. 
LEARN TO plan a good 
adventure t:brWgh the Ad-
venture Resource Center, 
located on tbe lower level of 
the Rec Center. 
RESISTANCE WORKOUT-
a new way: to gain muscular 
strength. Classes being held at 
7:30 p.m. Mondays and 
Wednesdays through Oct. 12. 
DISABLED STUDENT 
Recreation will be accepting 
reservations through today for 
tickets to the Cardinals-Cubs 
baseball game on Sept. 10. 
There are 5 wheelcbair tickets, 
and 2 able-bodied. tickets 
available. For details, call53&-
5531. 
AMERICAN SOCIETV of 
Mechanical Engineers will 
have a meetiDg at 6 tonight in 
Tech A 122. Dr. A.C. Kt:Dt, 
department chairroaD. will 
speak on the accreditation of 
the mechanical engineering 
program. For details, eall 536-
2396. 
COMPUTING AFFAIRS witl 
sponse... a workshop (':1 
"Making the Most of Y l'll.l 
FORTRAN Programs 
Structured FORTRAN77 a.: 
Vectorization," aU p.ll1 -'.1,.· 
in Faner 1025A. To registt'r 
call 453-4361, ext. 269, or kt') ,', 
WORKSHOP from CMS. 
COMPUTING AFFAIRS ,"'ill 
sponsor a workshop I)lJ 
"Pep:>.rtment .. ~' . 
Tracking Using ...:.;.'<1";. i 
sheet" at 10 a.m. toda) 
Faner 1032. To register, ' .. 
453-4361, ext.269, or lr4:') , 
WORKSHOP from ('!v.I ..... 
DEPTARTM['~. T ('. 
Cbemilitry and Ihil<. :,..n:··':1'j. 
will hc»d a &eIIlinl:tr ,. '1 1' .. ·kd 
Syntheses of Crin;ll" ".r!·,: 
Buphanisine," at 4 p.r:' L...!i:,,Y 
in NEcl:ers 218. 
SllJ-L WOMEN'..., ~",!h .< . 
begin its DeW ~,'m "'W'" 
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WILDLIFE SOCIETY will 
meet at 7:30 tonight in Lawson 
131. New members are 
welcome. 
AEROBICS, BASE camp 
outdoor equipment rental 
RAMADA Itltt 
OASiS LOOttGE 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER NIGHT 
Featuring 
coffee for members and 
newcomers from 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 20 at 
the home of Mrs. John Guyon. 
Buses will run continually 
between the Arena Southeast 
Parlting Lot 56 and the Guyon 
home. Those planning to at-
tend should call Marge Kent at 
457-3768 or Toni Inlravaia at 
457-41603 by Sept. 18. 
LEADERSHIP EDUCATI· 
ON and Development (LEAD) 
will bold its first meeting at 
7:30 tonight in the Missouri 
Room of the Student Center. 
For details, see Phil Parks in 
the Office of Student 
Development (453-5714). 
f:"di~:':i :~~t ~~rea= 
petitive play and more is 
available to Intramural-
Recreational Sports use 
permit holders. For details, 
call 536-5531, or drop oy the 
Rec CUlter Information Desk. 
~uild your own Tacos 
frozen Margoritos ~1.25 
Tequila Sunrise '1.00 
Corona i1.00 
UNIVERSI IT PLACEME-
NT O"ter will sponsor a 
workshop on "Making career 
Day Work for You" at 2 p.m. 
today in Quigley 106. Stop by 
Univesity Placement Center, 
Woody HaD B204 and pick up a 
complete list of Workshops and 
sign up for the worksbop(s) 
you would like to attend. 
.. 
A .BENEFIT for the Big 
Mladiy Film Festival will be 
bcldat8~tatTwoH~ 
in Carbondale. Fusebox and 
138 will play at 9 p.m. All 
proceeds will go to the Big 
Muddy Film Festival, which is 
being planned for the second 
week in February with t& 
themE "African Cinema." 
BRIEFS POUCY - Tbe 
deadline for Campus Briefs is 
bOOb two days before 
pubHcatiOD. 
8 :00 PM til close 
Rt.13West NO COVER 529-2424 
-' . I>' . 
Look To Us For 
Something. New 
NAME ... Ic Check Plus Club P .... tl •• 
MINIMUM $100 $100 $lC-D $100 TO OPEN 
MINIMUM BALANCE $250 $400 C'-l<s.,!.~'''''I ... REQUIRED TO AVOID n/i'] $0 
S!:KVICE CHARGE (AVERAGE) $600 CNd.llet .. "..1 
:AVERAGLj 
INTEREST RATE n/a 5 '4 5 tl4 51/4 EARNED ON ACCOUNT 
MONTHLY ~ERVICE $4 $6 I1ARGE If ~A1ANCE $5 $0 DROPS BELOW MINIMU Flatf_ per month 
CHARGE FOR PRINTING Yes Yes Free PERSONALIZE CHECKS Free 
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NOTICE_FROM STUDENT WORK AND 
.. :; ~< -,7 : <'FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. 
ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MUST COMPLY WITH THE 
FOLLOWING SATISFACTORY PROGRESS POLICY IN ORDER TO 
RECEIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. 
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS POLICY 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AT 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE 
The Federal ~overnment, the States. and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale have invested large sums of money in 
order to provide financially n_dy students the opportunity to attain a post-secondary education. Financial aid recipients 
are responsible for using the funds provided in an acceptable manner. Therefore. a student who wishes to benefit from 
the receipt of financial aid funds must maintain "satisfactory progress" as defined in this policy. 
AUTHORITY 
The Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended and the final regulations set forth by the Department of Education in 34 CFR 
668 require that institutions of higher education establish reasonable standards of "'satisfactory progress." A student who 
does not m_t I:,ese standards is not eliAible to receive federally fun.ded financial aid. Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale shall make these standards applicable to all state and institutional aid programs for the purpose of 
maintaining a consistent and reasonable financial aid policy. 
SAnSFACI'OItY PROGRESS STANDARDS 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale requires that a stlldent be making "satisfactory progress" toward a degr_ if 
that student wishes to receive financial aid funds. A student is making "satisfactory progress" toward a degr_ if 
sucessfully m_ting two basic academic standards. First, a student must complete a reasonable number of credit hours 
toward a degr_ each academic year. Second, a student must maintain a scholastic standing. derived from grades, that 
allows far continued enrollment at the Ur,iversity under current academic guidelines. The following parameters will be 
used to define t~ two basic.academic standards: 
1) Maximum time to graduate: A full·time, eligible student is expected to 
complete a degr_ in six academic years (12 semesters). A half-time. eligible 
student is expected to complete a degr_ in twelve academic years (24 semes-
ters). In order to be sure that a student is progressing toward that goal. each 
student's progress will be measured annually after Spring SemMter to 
determine the progress made for the last academic year of attendance. Each 
term of at least half-time attendance shall be included in the annual review 
whether or not the student received financial aid for the term. The following 
chart will serve as a model to determine if each student is ~ting this require-
ment of "satisfactory progress. " 
MODEL FOR FULL-nME AnENDANCE 
SIUC SIUC 
ACademic Cumulative 
Term_ Hours 
Completed POised 
1 8 
2 16 
3 24 
4 32 
5 42 
6 52 
7 62 
8 72 
9 ~ 
10 96 
II 108 
12 120 
2) Grades: A student must remain in compliance with the University's policy concerning scholastic standing, grades, and 
grade point averoge as defined under the topic "Grading, Scholastic Regulations, and Credit". in the current 
Undergraduate Catalog Bulletin. A student wha is on Scholastic Suspension is not maintaining "satisfactory progress." A 
student whO is SCholastically suspended may be readmitted under Scholastic Probation status by the appropriate academic 
dean ond remain eligible for financial aid. Each student's scholastic standing will be monitored after each semester or 
term of attendance. 
A student wha'does not m_t either or bath of the standards set forth above andwha cannot show "mitigating circum-
stances" is not maintaining "satisfactory progress" toward a degr_ and is no longer eligible to receive finoncioi aid funds. 
(See~Is).:. . 
Nothirig' in this Policy shall be construed as a reduction of external requirements by other federal. state, public. or private 
" agencies whenJhey award or control financial aid. Examples of such og&nc:i8$ are: V.terans Administration, Vacational 
. Rehoblt;tatiori, and the NCAA. . 
._.+ -,'-. 
~ .. l 
DQIIIIIJIONS c': ' 
~ hours complited lhall be defined as the total number of academic credit haurs for which a stud~t receives ~ny 
.. grcide other than a failing grade.lncc :tie .... withdra_ls, audits, and remedial courses which do not ~ount toward a 
" 'degrMfshall not be considered as aeditlioun compt.ted. Credit hours received for repeated courses shall be counted 
. --.oqlf'~e. . ,".~ :', ... ,~\~~c., . '.~ .. 
- Eljgjbl, studlnts shall be defin.ct as those .tuclents who are admitted to the University in a degree-s_k",,9 classificatiOn' . 
. ' Alroll1er students are not eligible for financial aid. . ~,! '.':. 
Full.time gttttndgnce for undergraduotes shall be defined as ttnrollment in twelve (12) hours or m~;.per semester. 
Hglf-time attendance for und.rgraducates shall,be defined ,01 enrollment in more than five (5) hours and lesS,than twelve (12) 
hours per semester. .' "':,~<, .• .. ..-- . . 
t:::roduotelholl bedeflfteiloe;:~'~ whq In freshman. aophamore, junior, senior or a senior with a bachelors, 
.-!lIngo second ~~ .,. " _~,' . 
NOIIPICATION OF TERMINATION '. , 
It shall be the responsibility of the Office Of 'Student work and Financial Assistance to publish this policY and to notify by .. 
letter any student wha il no longer eligible to receive financial aid funds. Soid notice shall be addressed to the st~nt1l;·. 
most current home address on file with the University. IT SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBLITY OF THE STUDENj TO IPitFORM THE 
":i:'~ ~ .. ~ ~~~~:;=,~ HOME ADDRESS.;T AU TMAE,~' s~~s:;:c ~;~.0" r~~~:es of all notice I~tte~.~ . 
" .r;!';:~.,:,:tt E,:" '.,' ~Wi •. ~e.,.thitl .. r eligiblity to. r_.Iv, • financial. aid re.in.i~~.~be,','"n. the, y hD~e rea~h,ed th,e leve,' of satis, fact~ry, .;;.~ ·t'l~A . .. r, _ ~ t~by thi~ pohcy. They may achl-:ve thiS tlp'VJI,..br~~letl,on of.tnc~plete grades, ~orrectlon ~ .".,~. a..::.eiiCt..b; earning more than the required numlie;.Dl~"tjd houn for .. ·term or terms Without the 
benefit of financial aid. - . .' ':.' ; • . . . .. 
}~~&J;102~~ j:ft~'~~~d~S :~uirem'~t oi~h~:~u~~£.11·i~ turf c~mpletion reqUir~ent. shall have!"~ ~l' :'.:';' ;:~; 
an opportunity to appeal in writing to explain "mitigating circumstances." The appeal should be sent tattle Financial Aid, :,,'~ ;. ~'''';'' 
Advisory Cot:Pr.!!~tt,. within 1 S days of the notice of terminotion. The l'inanc:i6I Advisory Committee will revieW the "mitigating' ': '" _ ; ,-,.;1 
circums~n'!~tcumented in the appea~ and prcwide a writt~n.~~~~~~in 20 days after recei~;of the ap~.t.;· ,,;'~"':';:' 
. /'old forb, the 0IfIce 01 StuchntWork .... FiMplcIoI ~"I_ 
Window dressing St8tf PhoID by Kurt StIImp 
Leon Brasher of Herrin Installs a window 
In the front of GUDlll's on the 800 block 
of S. illinois Avenue. Br.sher worb tor 
Marlon Glass. 
News seminars scheduled 
Newspaper professionals 
can learn from their peers 
through a series of seminars 
offered by the Mid-America 
Press Institute over the next 
year. 
Seven weekend workshops 
will cover design, writing, 
press law, newsroom 
management, sports pages, 
copy editing and lifestyle 
Jiving pages. 
The opening seminar, 
scheduled Friday through 
Sunday in Indianapolis, Ind., 
will offer tips on design 
priciples, typography and the 
role of pictures in newspapers. 
A hands-on session using 
MacIntosh computers will 
cover graphics and page 
design. The program begins 
at 7:30 p.m. with registration 
at the Sheraton Meridian 
Hotel, 2820 N. Meridian, in-
dianapolis, Ind. A single 
registration for papers with 
membership in the institute 
costs $50. Each additional 
registrant pays $40. Non-
members pay $60 for one 
participant and $50 each for all 
others. 
Here's the rest of the line-up. 
• Better writing-Nov. 11-13, 
1988, Clarion Hotel; St. Louis, 
Mo. 
The seminar is designed for 
anyone interested in improved 
writing. 
• Press law: privacy, libel, 
access--Jan. 27-29, 1989, 
Clarion Hotel; St. Louis, Mo. 
The seminar will cover legal 
problems confronting tbe 
press today, including the 
debate over the public's right 
to know versus an individual's 
desire for privacy. 
• Better management for your 
newsroom-March 17-19, 1989, 
Clarion Hotel; St. Louis, Mo. 
All aspects of running a news 
operation will be covered. It 
includes tips on hiring, 
equipment and record-
keeping. 
• The sports pag~une 5-7 or 
12-14, 1989, Clarion Hotel, St. 
Louis,Mo. 
This workshop will guide 
participants through layout 
and design, use of photos and 
graphiCS, and tbe 
management of agate 
packages. 
• Better copy editing- Sept. 
15-17,1989, Louisville, Ky. 
Designed to tighten the 
writing in all sections of a 
newspaper. Headline writing 
and performance under 
deadline pressure are in-
cluded. 
• Tbe lifestyle and living 
pages-Nov. 10-12, 1989, St. 
Louis,Mo. 
Pointers will help editors 
keep their sections u~to-date 
in a rapidly changing part of 
the paper. 
United Way fundraiser under way 
The Pacesetters Drive for dinator, "the University has local agencies involved in 
this year's joint United made it convenient for faculty diverse social service 
Way Combined Health Appeal and staff to show their sup- programs. These range from 
campaign is under way port." Chezem emphasized wproving infant care to 
through Sept. 22. This ~d- that several methods of providing recreational op-
vance drive is a special payment are offered. ~ties for senior citizens. 
solicitation to faculty and The jOint solicltatiun will be The Combined Health 
staff who donated $100 or known as "The SIU-C Appeal of lllinois provides 
more on last year's cam- Campaign Alliance. It It funds for 17 health service 
paign. combines the United Way agencies. This funding su~ 
The results of the drive, normally conducted in ports patient care, 
Pacesetters Drive will be the fall. and the Combined rebabilitation, research, 
announced at a Liftoff Rally Health Appeal of Illinois, education. 
scheduled for October 4. which has been run in the The SIU-C Office of 
"By merging the United spring. The slogan for the Regional Research and 
Way Campaign with the coordinated campaign is Service, Woody Hall A214, 
Combined Health Appeal of "Working Together To Make 536-7735, is headquarters. for 
Illinois," said Joanne a Difference." The SIU-C Campaign 
Chezem, campaign coor- The United Way supports 18 Alliance. 
Var-en ~' Weekend 
:lPC September 30-0ctober 
IIFor All You 
Do, This 
Weekend's For You' 
Parent(s) of the day essay contest 
:·;R~rEs~~ro~e~:fo~~~~~t(:t~i?>~~t~ ~r !01~~~~tt~~~:;!~*'*! 
: recognition during the holhime ceremony. meals complimentary : 
: of the Student Center. and more • 
• RULES: ;00·300 word essay on 'Why My ParentIs) should be ParentIs): 
: of the day . " • 
• DUE: Wednesday. September. 14. 1988.4:00 pm : 
: TO: Student ProgramminQ Counc,l (SPC). 3rd Floor Student Center _ 
.**.**.*.**.*.***** •• * •• *****w*** •• **.*.****.**~ 
For more il'1J :)rmntion contact SPC ot 536·3393 
--------~~--~ 
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HER 
JACKET 
-Cleaning -Alteration 
-Custom Leather -Repair 
Work 
Carbondale Shoe 
Repair 
:and~~. 
1 S. Washington 4S7~1 
~~COME AB0<1 ) ~ Now Enrolling Ii./.) . 
Infants, Toddlers, Preschool childre 
-Two Separate 
Playgrounds for 
Toddlers 
Older Children 
A.80A./fb 
CHILl> 
OEn:LOPMF'I;T 
t.I:;I\iTER 
For more Information •• top by 
3J2 S. Wall Sf., Carbondale or call S29-KIDS 
I I 
1 I 
1 
SUppOrts SALUKI Football I 
& You, Our Valued Customer! 
1 I 
I 1 
I I 
I .1 
• CUSTOM PIPe BENDING • CUstOM OUAI..S • MACPHERSON STRUtS • SHOCI<S .. ' I · REAR COlI. SPRINGS· TRUCI<S· VANS· RECREAT1ONAI. VEHICLES· BRAKE ~;~I 
CARBONDALE"" . I 308 East Main Street ....... 457-3527~] 
(11f2 Blocks East of the Railroad) .. " ,.", 
I CIC OP~M~~·~~.;I 
PINCH 
PENNY PUB 
Imported Beer 
Extravaganza 
Every Thursday 
Choose From Over 
52 Varieties 
of Imported Beer 
FOROHLY 
~-sl.35 1201 
700 E. Grand 549-3348 
r 
• \ 
Fires force Yellowstone' Park visitors to leave 
OLD FAITHFUL, Wyo. 
(UPD - A raging Yellowstone 
National Park wildfire swept 
over cabins and other 
buildings near the Old Faithful 
geyser Wednesday, consuming 
17 structures and blowing up 
fuel tanks like artillery shells. 
Parched trees exploded with 
the force of fiery bombs and 
the flames, spurred by bowling 
5O-mpb winds, turned the sky a 
reddisb yellow as the 142,000-
acre North Fork wildfire 
u.s. behind 
in television 
technology 
WASIflNGTON (UPI) 
The United States is falling 
behind other countries in the 
race to build advanced high-
def'liliaon television, a short-
coming that could cost 
thousands of U.S. jobs, two 
congressmen warned Wed-
nesday. 
Japan and Europe have 
leaped out in front in 
developing advanced systems, 
which will vastly improve 
reception, positioning them-
selves to capture the lion's 
share of what is expected to 
become a $40 billion-a-year 
industry by 2007, Reps. John 
Dingell, D-Mich., and Edward 
Markey, D-Mass., said. 
"There is a great deal more 
at stake than most people 
would appreciate," Dingell, 
the chairman of the House 
Energy and Commerce 
Committee, said at a sub-
committee hearing. 
Dingell said pushing along 
U.S. development of the 
technology, which will allow 
viewers to get a movie-quality 
picture, is of "utmost national 
interest" because it will affect 
the broad sectors of the 
economy from the electronics 
field to the broadcast industry. 
Jo Commerce Department 
report estimates that some 
700,000 jobs ultimately will be 
linked to high-definition 
television. 
"It is not a secret that 
Japanese and European 
countries and companies are 
far out in front in developing 
this new t.ecbnology," said 
Markey~ .. chairman of the 
Telecommunications and 
Finance Subcommittee, which 
held the bearing. 
Mar,key suggested that 
future· of the nation's elec-
troqics industry might depend 
on 'advanced television 
because of the "ripple effect" 
it will have on high technology 
suc .. · '. as microcbips, 
semiconductors and software. 
He'called on the industry to 
submit a report to Congress by 
January on steps the govern-
mt:Dt can take to help catch up 
in advanced television 
t.ecbDology, including whether 
the industry needs an antitrust 
exemption to effectively 
compete· with government-
sporiSored development efforts 
in other countries. 
Testifying before the sub-
committee, Richard Wiley, the 
chairman of a government 
task· force on advanced 
television, admitted the United 
States is behind and needs to 
take steps to ensure that it is 
not just a "passive recipient"· 
of otbel' country's technology. 
But he warned that the 
government and private in-
dustry must move carefully in 
developing and approving a 
standard technology for ad-
vanced television. 
"While we are late coming to 
the party, we must make surP. 
we don't rush to jud6me:-t," 
Wiley said. 
roared the last quarter mile 
into the complex, burning 
withln 200 yards of the historic, 
well-protected Old Faithful 
Inn. 
The firestorm raced over a 
maintenance yard, a bousing 
complex and a rom-
munications building, said 
Denny Bungarz, incident 
commander for the North Fork 
fire. The burning area also 
included a huge workshop. 
gasoline and propane tanks, 
dormitories and an apartment 
complex. But a coating of fire 
retardant foam spared most of 
the buildings from heavy 
damage. 
The flames destroyed 14 
rustic cabins no longer in use, 
a storage shed containing an 
abandoned fire engine and a 
car, and two utility company 
sheds. 
At least three propane 
storage tanks exploded in 
succession with the booming 
Mn: StructuraJ Engineering. University of Virginia, Fi-
Analyzing and designing nance. StudIes fluctuatmg 
bndges. Developed workmg stock and money market 
mcx:lel of a double spandrel arch trends Assisted head trader 
bridge. The HP-28S helps him m Yen at ChIcago Mercantile 
analyze structural stress and Exchange. The HP-12C with 
sound of artillery fir e, as 
helicopters carrying water 
buckets milled overhead and 
fire trucks with sirens blaring 
raced to put out the wurst of 
the flames. 
Reporters and a handful of 
tourists, including a group 
!;tanding on the roof of a tour 
bus to watch the fire, were told 
to go to the 320-room Old 
Faithful Inn, dampened by 
gushing water lines. 
As a precaution from falling 
Uc Santa Cruz, Marine BioI-
ogy. Studies behavior of blue 
whales and effect of envlIon· 
ment on distribution of mar· 
ine mammals.The new. easy 
to use Hp·22S has a bUilt· in 
sparks and embers, firemen 
had moved through the area 
ahead of the flames, spraying 
white foam on all structures, 
includmg the snack and photo 
shops and small cabins. 
As the North Fork fire crept 
closer to the inn, which is 
within walking distance of the 
fabled Old Faithful geyser, 
firefighters stretched 
irrigation hoses across the roof 
to discourage fire. 
University of Michigan. MBA 
candidate. Assisted on pIlC' 
IDJ projects for OM The Hp· 
17Bofferseasyalgehralcentry 
Plus Ume value of money. cash 
flows and linear regression to 
geometry. It's the only calcu' RPN lets him analyze prices, equation library with solver, analyze budgets and forecast5. 
latorthatletshimdObothsym'Ne A h-e ers - HPSolve lets her enter her own 
bolie algebra and calculus. WCI!VI In formulas and solve for any 
::=~~;:~ Heavy Metal, Swing, Blues 
matrixmdth andgraphlcs cap· _ and Mo+own Packard's calculators are buJt 
abihtles.AndHPSolveletshim III _ for your success. Look for them 
variable 
Hewlett· 
solve custom formulas without ratios, net present value and glvmg her access to the most at your campus bookstore. Or 
programming. With more than internal rate of r&turn He can commonly used SCIentific call1·BOO·752·0900. Ext 65BE, 
1500 functions, 32K RAM and even create hiS own custom equations. Statistics WIth for your nearest dealer 
both RPN and algebraic entry, programs. The HP· 12C is the hnear regressIOn And alge' We never stop asking "What if ... 
the HP·2BS is the ultimate SCI' established standard In fi· bralC entry. The Ir:!eal student p~ HEWLETT 
entitic calculator nancial calculators. sCience calculator. PACKARD 
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University honors retiring workers for service 
By University News Service 
The University honored 102 
employees who are retiring of 
have retired during the 1987-88 
year at a banquet on Aug. 24 in 
the Student Center ballrooms. 
President and Mrs. John C. 
Guyon were hosts for the 
annual event, which honors 
retiring faculty, ad-
ministrative-professional staff 
members and civil service 
employees. 
mathematics at Herrin High 
School from 1950 to 1962 and 
also taught part time during 
many of those years at SIU-C. 
He became a full-time 
University instructor in 1962. 
He holds two bachelor'S 
degrees from SIU-C: in 
mathematics (947) and 
education (950). He earned a 
master's degree in 
mathematics from the , 
University of Wisconsin in i 
1949. He was born in Car- I 
~\l 
II 
Retirees are: 
Edmond A. (Tony) DaRosa, 
of Lake Mary, Fla., a 
professor of a via tion 
technologies with 14 years of 
service. DaRosa officially 
retired June 30, but had been 
on disability leave since 
March, 1979. He came to SIU-C 
from Lewis (ro.) College in 
1965 to found the aviation 
technologies program in the 
School of Technical Careers. 
During his tenure he garnered 
some $2.7 million in gifls and 
dooations for the program. 
Among the donors was the late 
entertainer Arthur Godfrey, 
who was a flying enthusiast 
and a longtime friend of 
DaRosa. 
bondale, but Herrin has been I 
his ltomefor many years. t' Margaret S. Gardner, "< , 
Carbondale, an associate 
professor in SIU-C's 
Rehabilitation Institute, with I 
'rl years of service. Gardner 
::~::rf!~~~Js l~~ L..!..i ---__ ...... __ ---...1 
turer at the Guidance and John B. tt.wIey VIvIenne V. Hertz Rlchllrd E. G~f ~:~: 
DuriDg 43 years of aviation 
service, he worked with Wings 
of Hope, a worldwide medical 
missionary organization. 
DaRosa immigrated to the 
United States from his native 
Portugal in 1936. 
George Elston, Herrin, an 
assistant professor of 
mathematics, with 34 years of 
serviee. Since 1962 Elston 
worked on SIU-C's annual 
Mathematics Field Day 
competition for area schools. 
He has also served on school 
accreditation teams and 
conducted mathematics 
workshops for elementary 
teachers. Elston taught 
Clinical Center from 1949 to 
1953. She worked for the next 
13 years as a supervising 
psycholO&ist with the state's 
Department of Mental Health 
and as a consultant with the 
Illinois Department of 
Children and Family Services. 
She returned to SIU.(' in )968. 
She has done research in 
gerontology, womeD's 
programs and staff training in 
learning centers for the 
developmentally disabied. 
Gardner holds three degrees 
from Northwestern University 
(1945, 1946, and 1960) and a 
second master's from SIU-C 
(1951). 
Richard E. Gray, Car-
bondale, director of the 
Placement Service, with 22 
years of service. Gray started 
at SIU-C in 1966 as a placement 
consultant. Before that he 
taught school, worked as an 
insurance agent and was a 
See RmREES, Page 17 
Thursday ~. 
5-Close .... P¥'v 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE! 
(No othft dlKount!o appiv; 
Buy a Fuji Volcano, Blue Typhoon 
or one of our tropical drinks at 
regular price and get the identical 
~~k..EUI.!_.ceapon _____ :"1 
I Fuji VolcClno S4 00 I 
• I ~~::I~~~~~"-~-~~~-~-~~~~~~~ Fuji Volcano or Blue I 
pu~~":: ;!~ :~=:av I 
orwilhin 10 cia:. aher I 
One~~I~~~_j 
STUDENT CENTER DINING SERVICES'·'~·'· 
~ ~, -~ 
CENTER FEST SPECIALS FRIDAY SEPT. !~~~, 
In the Sweet Shoppe 
Pina Colada Pie 
Build Your Own Fruit Bar 
Fresh. Succulent fruits ... 
medley of ripe, delicious melons, 
Red, juicy apples, 
Zesty oranges 
Luscious grapes and strawberries 
Fresh pineapple chunks 
Mouth watering peaches 
HOURS: 
10:30-2:00 
Monday-Friday 
.IOC per slice. 
Only 
.16¢ 
per oz. 
Pagel. 'lei, E8!~"'i?I"li'o&.It RoIIh-.lVI,oMlWl8I111"~ ______ """ 
OLD 
MAIN ROOM: 
"Hawaiian Luau" 
Fresh Fruit Bar Frosted Fruit Nadar 
Spare Rib. Waikiki Almond Fried Rice 
Cantonese Pineapple Chicken 
Polynesian Snow Pea Pods 
Corn on the Cob 
54.95 
plus tax 
[Foreign Exchange]. 
lhto Old M4ln 
Room.,ICK.IPd 
on tlv 2nd rloo, 
QII .... !.&"dfonl 
(rntt"f.nd M""t"~ 
lune h ~wnd .. \ , 'Id • ., 
rtom".ml \Opm 
Featuring Hawaiian Luau MftnU: . 
Hawaiian Pineapple Pork in White.Rice 
ChiCken Teriyaki . 
Oriental Rice 
Cantonese Stir Fry 
Fortu~e Cookies 
""""",,' 
'IS. LJ 
RETIREES, from Page 16-
high school counselor. He was 
promott:d to professional 
placement counselor in 19'77 
and became director cf Career 
Plannir.g and Placement in 
198.'1. Although he is retiring 
irom SIU-C, Gray has ac-
cepted a position as chief 
placement official at 
Augustana College in Rock 
Island. He hold~ a bachelor's 
degree from Quincy College 
1nd a master's from SIU-C. 
His hometown is Quincy. 
Robert P. Griffin, Car-
bon:.'ale, an associate 
pro!e.c;scr of English, -.vith 23 
years of service. 
Griffin came to SIU-C from 
the University of Connecticut 
in 1965. Between 1963 and 1970 
he served as acting director 
and director of graduate 
stuJiesin the department. 
In· 1981, Griffin donated 
S10,OOOto SIU-C to create the 
Margaret C. Griffin 
Schofarsbip fund to help 
women -sta" in school. It is 
named·after his mother. He 
holds Ptree degrees from the 
Univ~ity of Connecticut 
U9S, i957; and 1965.) 
John' B. Hawley, Car-
bonaale,: professor of 
edueational administration 
and higher edueation, with 22 
yea!i;of service. 
A ,rofessal' on the Depart-
ment of Educational Ad-
minilitratioll and Higher 
Edueation,.Hawley's first role 
at SIU involved both cam-
pusES. He started in 1965 as 
director' of Community 
Development Services at 
Caroandale and as a professor 
on !be education division at 
Edwardsville. Recently he has 
researched the history and 
sociology of higher education. 
He hol,~ a bachelor's degree 
fr!)m Hamilton (N.Y'> College 
(1939), a master's from 
Tea~hers College, Columbia 
University (1948), and a Ph. D. 
from the University of 
Michigan (1957). He was a 
program specialist with the 
U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare before 
arriving in Carbondal( and 
worked during' HISS to 1961 with 
U.s.--9peratioos to Iran at 
Tehran. He is a native of 
Springville, N.Y. 
Donald G. Hertz, Car-
bondale, associate professor 
and coordinator of SIU-C's 
mortuary science program, 23 
years of service. 
Hertz has headed SIU-C's 
associate degree program in 
mortuary science since 1969, 
four years after he joined the 
mortuary science faculty. 
Befo.-e coming to SIU-C he was 
a school teacher and operated 
Hertz Funeral Service in 
Kankakee. He holds a 
bachelor's degree from Illinois 
State University (1950), a 
master's degree from the 
University of Oklahoma (1955) 
and a diploma from the 
Worsham College of Mortuary 
Science in Chicago. 
Kankakee is his hometown. 
He retired June 30. 
Vivienne V. Hertz, Car-
bondale, an associate 
professor in the College of 
Technical Careen, with 20 
years of service. 
Hertz first taugh~ freshman 
composition as an instructor in 
the College of Technical 
Careers and later taught 
technical writing and bWiiness 
correspondence. She has 
edited the "Journal of Studies 
in Technical Careers," 
published by the college, since 
1983. Before she joined SIU-C, 
she was an elementary school 
teacher, a secretary and a 
homemaker. 
Hertz holds a bachelor's 
degree from Illinois State 
University and master's and 
doctoral degrees from SIU-C. 
She retired June 30. 
Charles L. Holliday. 
Murphysboro, assistant 
professor of library affairs, 
with 30 years of service. 
Holliday first joined the 
library's ordering division in 
1957 and moved to the social 
studies division a year later. 
His work has included desk 
duty, reference work, 
processing interlibrary loans 
and a "little bit of 
everything. " 
The Murphysboro native 
earned a bachelor's degree 
from SIU-C (1947), a master's 
degree from Washington 
University (1948) and a 
master's in library science 
from the University of Illinois 
(1964), Before joining SIU-C's 
staff he worked at the St. 
Louis Public Library. He 
retired July 31. 
Jeanette Jenkins, Car-
bondale, an academic advisor 
in the Office of Teacher 
Education. 
During a 25-year career at 
SIU-C, Jenkins has helped 
hundreds of students plan 
their academic pathways. She 
joined the staff L.., 1963 with 
the official title of lecturer in 
the College of Education and 
for a time taught an in-
~~~e ~l~~ ~~~:~~ 
degree from Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania 
(1943), and a master's degree 
from Pennsylvania State 
University (1948), Before 
coming to SIU-C, she was a 
teacher and principal of the 
elementery school at Penn 
State and also supervised 
student teachers there. 
Marvin E. Johnson, Car-
bondale, associate dean and 
professor in the College of 
Engineering and Technology, 
40 years of service. Johnson, 
a native of Albion, came to 
SIU-C in 1948 as a technology 
instructor. He was a sheet 
metal worker with the U.S. 
Air Force during World War 
n and has taught industrial 
safety courses at SIU-C. 
He served as assistant dean 
of the College of Engineering 
and Technology from 1965 to 
1982 and filled in as acting 
dean from 1967 to 1968. In 
1982, he was named associate 
dean. He bolds a bachelor's 
degree from Eastern Illinois 
University (1947), a master's 
degree from the University of 
Illinois (1948) and a doctoral 
degree from the University of 
Missouri (1959). 
Dale E. Kaiser, Springfield, 
a professor of educational 
administration and higher 
education, with 22 years of 
service. 
School of the U of I in 1957. 
Wilma L. Lampman, Car-
$eat the high cost 
~f going to college. 
:~~.: 
Senoite -"" in port" 
liIiaoI!s~ofT~_ 
We make tracks from Carbondale to Chicaao 
twice a day. 
And to beat the high cost of going to college, 
take advantqe of Amtrak's mufti~ ticket and 
SAVE UP TO 40~! Plus, the ticket is Iood for 
an entire year. 
For more information, call your travel acent 
or call Amtrak at 1-8OO-USA-RAIL. Some 
restrictions may apply. 
r--------------, I 0 Ya! PIeue send me free information 
I about how 1 can Ave with Amtrak's student multi-ride ticket. 
I 1 Harne: I Address: ________ _ I Ocy: _____ State: -~:--
I HMto: 
I Amtrak, Bloomington Station 
1200 w. Front St. 
: BIoominBton.IL 61701 
"¥*~ ! .t.P""",·,~···~.t''':;M. 
Kaiser, a native of Cedar-
vi :Ie, holds three degrees from 
th~ University of Illinois: A 
ba::helor's in mathematics 
ed\cation (1954), a master's in 
ma 'hematics (960) and a 
docloral degree in educational 
administration (1963). He 
starttd his career as a math 
teache~ at the University High 
terville, assistant professor of 
library affairs, 26 years of 
service. 
What is now the College of 
Techinal careers was the 
Vocational Technical Institute, 
when Lampman started 
working at the library on the 
Carterville campus. She later 
moved to Morris Library. 
Bingo 
S 100 Early Bird 
$ 'JO Regalar Games 
pl~6 two $500 black-outs 
Harribhurg Lions Club 
Sunda.,.. Sept. 11 
Doors open 1:30pm 
Games start 3:0 
NEW MOSIC 
D.J. SHOW 
Fri, & Sot.: 
Stone Face 
29(: 
HAMBURGERS 
39C: 
CHEESE-
BURGERS 
With Purchase 
of Fries 
. & 
a Medium Drink 
Limited Time 
Only 
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Possible prosecution 
for St. Louis officer Death of Mayor Washington helps collegue lose weight ST. LOUIS (UPI) - A city 
prosecutor said WerI.nesday he 
has not aecided whether to 
seek criminal charges against 
Anthony D. Daniele, the for-
mer policeman who held 
authorities at bay in a 
downtown high-rise for more 
than 24 hours during the 
weekend. 
St. Louis Circuit Attorney 
George Peach said that he has 
not made a deeililon about 
whetber to seek charges 
against Daniele even though 
U.S. Attorney Thomas Ditt-
meier promised not to seek 
charges against Daniele as 
part of the agreement to get 
him to end his st;>.ndoff. 
Daniele, 39, who had been 
sentenced on Friday to eight 
years in prison and ordered to 
pay $100,000 in restitution for 
his part in a police pension 
fund scandal, on Saturday took 
Police Commissioner John J. 
Frank hostage in FraJ'J.:'s 
downtown law office. Daniele 
released Frank after holding 
him for 15 hours, but stayed 
alone in Frank's 15th-floor 
office for another 10 hours 
before surrendering to police. 
Daniele was formally 
booked Sunday on state 
charges of sus pis ion of 
fellonious restraint, which 
carries a maximum penalty of 
Si.'Ven years in prison. 
After his surrender, Daniele 
was immediately taken to the 
medical facility for federal 
prisoners in Springfield, Mo. 
WASlllNGTON (UPl) -
Mi,.yor Marion Barry, ex-
pressing conce-n about bis 
physical well-being partly 
beCause of the death of 
Chicago Mayor Harold 
Washington, said in an in-
terview published Wed-
nesday that he spent bis 
secret vacation tending to 
bis health and came back 
eight pounds lighter. 
Barry, while declining to 
say where he was, said in an 
interview with The 
Washington Post that from 
Aug. 'Zl through Saturday he 
meditated, walked 6 miles 
twice a day. went biking in 
the woods and did daily 
aerobics. 
Having long been urged by 
his doctor and political 
friends to "periodically get 
away" from the stress of his 
job, Barry said he lost 8 
pounds and feels, "just 
great" and "re-energizec1." 
"I'd gained up to 210 
pounds," said the 52-year-old 
mayor. "I was too heavy. I 
got to the point where I bad 
to scuffle to button my shirt 
top." 
Barry says he expects to 
take health·oriented 
vacations aOOi1t four times a 
year to relieve job-related 
stress. 
. When Harold died (last 
November), I said, 'I'm not 
going to kill myself in this 
job,''' Barry said. "I needed 
to meditate, connect myseif 
spiritually, needed to con-
template, be by myself." 
Dlscussing his fellow 
mayor, Barry said 
Wasbington looked like a 
"big balloon" before he died 
of a heart attack. 
Washington. 65, collapsed 
and died Nov. 25 of a 
massive heart attack. 
Teachers strikes continue ;:mIUIIUIUWIIIIUIIIIIIIHIIIWWIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlIIllIIlIlllllUIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHlIIIIIIII,"IIIIUII~ I "" Presents: A Day At I By United Press International Schoolchildren and sub-
stitute teachers in the Blue 
Ridge School District crossed 
picket lines Wednesday as 
classes resumed despite a 
divisive teacher's strike, anc a 
federal mediator entered a 2-
day-old school walkout m 
Granite City. 
Officials in the central 
Dlinois school district of Blue 
RidP.e reported no violence as 
sk.J'ents returned toa half-day 
of classes Wednesday. 
District Superintendent Don 
Albracllt said about 75 percent 
of the district's 945 students 
showed up for classes. The 
district - with students from 
Fanner City, Bellflower and 
Mansfield - has hired about 50 
substitute teachers to staff 
four elementary schools, a 
junior high school and a high 
schooL Twelve regular 
teachers ba ve crossed the 
picket line. 
No strike-related violence 
was reported at ttIe schools 
Wednesday morning. 
"School" weren't built to be 
empty," A.:!>racht said Wed-
nesday morning. "It feels real 
good to t)e up and going again. 
I was lJoping he would get 
more than half of the students 
back today, so 71 percent is 
pretty good. Tbis will count as 
a school day." 
Albracht said if students are 
truant for an extended period 
they would be dealt with on a 
case by case basis. 
The Blue Ridge school board 
sat down at the negotiating 
table from 5 p.m. to midnight 
Tuesday with representative 
of the district's 71 striking 
teachers. 
I ~ft~u;t!~l I 
i September 24, 1988 i 
~ ~~~.:~:~::=:=::~s::.. i 
= Cost. $23.00 Before Sept. 10 § 
= • $25.00 After Sept. 10 § 
; Buy 5 tickets and get the 6th at 1f2 price I 
ii!i!5 For more-information contact SPC at 536-3393 ~ ~ 
~IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIUIIIlllIIlIIIIII!lII!IIIIIIIIIII"'IIIIIIIIIII",""IIIH% WIIIII'tllHIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRI_IIIIIIIII!IIIII/llJlllllllltiiiS" 
SPC Center Programming, In conJunction with the Student Center, presents t'he 
FIRST INIUIL 
CE 'ERFES't\~ ~''\~,~~~ (formerly E-Nlght) \ ~ 
Featurlna Activities 
r I' .' ~ ~ .. '1"\ \, ~~fl' 
Admission 
only $3.00 
(Children under 5 
Accompanied by an 
adult are free) 
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-The Bears 
featuring 
Adrian Belew 
-Enigma Recording Artist 
Velvet Elvis 
-Big Larry and the 
Carbondale Review 
-Comedians 
Joe Mariotti and Charlie Wiener 
-Magician/Comedian 
Bob Garner 
-Buffalo Shufflers Dance Company 
-"Blue Hula Stomper Party" 
- Unlvenlty Book,tore 
"Island Sales" 
Pictures on the Beach 
-Free 
Bowling and Billards 
-Games 
-Giveaways 
-Ooor Prizes 
-Dating Game 
-Banana Eating Contest 
-Hawaiian Luau 
and much more 
Friday September 9, 1988·-
Student Center 
"?' ~I 
Notice: :. 
.., 
The Student Cente~ . 
including the chotk 
cashing office, wiJl 
close at 5 p.m. on 
from 8pm to lam September 9 and re-o~n 
at 7:30p.m. 
RED HOT IlARGJI,INSI Drug _, .... 
cars. boots. planes repo'd Surplus. 
Your area. Buyers Guide. (I) 805· 
687-6000 Ex •. S-9501. 
9-26-88 ... _ ......... 410lAg26 
MGB-GT:'I974' Co.". Mo<HI. los. 
yeor for GT makes ,his ~ collector', 
car, 9J,OOO oc:tc,rgl mllih mInt 
cond'Uon but will ,.,J lor 0VV retail 
book .al •• 0#$2675. Coli S29 2533. 
9-8.88 ............... 5S36Ao 14 
1979 DATSUN. 310. nms well. $600 
nbo. L ...... m ... ~ 549-1240. 
9-12-1.' ,.'." . 279104016 
1975 MONTE Corio 12000 ml_ runs 
gOC>d. S250 549-3181 .... nlng •. 
9-12-88 ......... .. .. 2592.4016 
86 MAZDA 323 bright red. 4 doors. 
,n.ep sId,., like new. one own.,.. 
~'iOO1 080 549-S03S. 
9-2-l1B ,_ . . . . . . • . . . . 2602Ag 15 
1914 VW BEETLE. .x",n_ con· 
dillon. $fOO080. 549-5662. 
9-8-8& ".' ., • . . 261404014 
~M '~~L 
RENTALS 
Office At: 
501 E. College 
large 1 Bedroom 
& Efficiency Apts. 
Clean, well maintained 
furnished and 
air conditioned 
457-4421. 
... _ .• ~~~>:~m~D'_~.U:'!l~8,_1.~ .. ~~i!e19 
~H .iuJl'~J1'1i! ,'!'>_11CJ3 ';lUi'] .~I 'l.1~·i 
"ewLaxury 
Townbouses 
Hlgbest Quality 
Lowest Price. 
.00 Block W. College 
Call: 
529-1082 
Now 
Renting 
For Fall 
On. Bedroom 
414 W. Sycamore 
403W. Elm4 
Two Bedroom 
906 W. McDaniel 
515 S. Logan 
406 V, E. Hester 
408'12 E. Hester 
501 W. College 1.2.3 
520 S. Graham 
500 W. College 2 
209 W. Cherry 
300 E. College 
529-1082 
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I. AIM DESIGN S'udlo. Mending. 
alteratIons. constr-udlons. 52Y· 3998. 
9-8-88 ................. ,;76EI4 
TYPING AND WORD proeo'Slng. 
Poperworks. 825 So. IIIlno;s (Seh;nd 
Plozo Records). Term poplH'$. thesis-
diu" resumes, etc. for quality 
work. coli 529-2722 
9-30-88 . . . . . . . . . 5258E30 
TYPING. WORD PR,:)CESSING. Fo. 
servltes_ Answering serwces. Coli 
Or stop by S.O.S. (Sou,hern Office 
Services) J03 S. WOihmglon Suit. 
11.549-5532 
9-16-88 ................ 5317E20 
TYPING AND WORD processing. The 
0"1<11. 300 E Moln. Suite 5. Call 549-
35/2 
9-30-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5396E30 
TYPING-EDITING-WRITING. Some 
day s.,-yfce. ." mob you i~" 
goodl" CoI14572058. 
10-3-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . S_E31 
MR. FIX IT. mowing your lawn. All 
~~'.~:'!~;9~~emodellng. For y~ur 
~~~~~MANwiiH piCKUP -';11~t:~ Co"!vemence 
and haul anything. Ma.lng ;abs. I Clip & Save' 
~4-;; cut and ,.mo.ed. Coil 529- This Section I 
~JT~woi1Ks"'8oDi'; 52~~~ 11----------
Meehanlcol Repair. Fore'gn and II 3-FAMILY yAltOaol. I ~~~'f. s.,.,ce co/l. 13 yr •. e.p. I qualltyc:lothfng ... II~. I 
~~N~5sciRi SCHOOL6FS!:'~:~: I I ~~D,ml:i I 
~:!d:~a~~n. o~:;:~. ~::,:c~~J: 11 '.10. 8-3p.m. H ~jna~ I 
5c30.Carbondaleplckup687-4202. II Sun'." -I 
:1~~~SS:ONAL . ;"ui-o~~':f~: I I 
AUDIO and 010","" 'nslailg,jon at ,.---------1 
:d;o~~~ yjJ:~~:,~~. p~ I I 
Call Dash-Mos,.,. at 549-0070. II GIGANTIC PAllKlNG LOT I 
9-15-88 ................ 2n2EI9 I SALE, 816E. Main, I 
". .....• I $at: "l~_m;;,IJ': bit of I 
Id liWj ' jill ~~I 
GOLD. SILVER. BROKEN 1_lry. I 11em.. I ~,:;:: S::"'~9';;J':::l~~~:'~182~'Q~~ l _________ J 
\/t~'Z's451-<183L ........ mom I 
~~:;r,:'O,!rrl~E~~'~dl.~L~ou~~~ Il",::>-C::>-c::>-c:::>o::;o-.::;o-.::;o-.~ 
=:.,~: :!."".' ra~II:"'h;a:,!: Have Something 
:''7,''C:;~:;:~,~~::,~r.;!~~-:;' to Say, but 
~~3~~~T~~.. .. . •. 2651FSI Don't Know 
g~ir5~5,;g~en oc·s. We pick up_ How to Say 
10-5-8. . . . .. 289OF33 I It 
LOST • 
LOST DOG. SM. wn. poodle. 15 ~rs. I 
.Id. Needs heon medicol/on. CoCoa I 
.is blind in n. eye. Reword. 549-831 r. ! 
9-20-88 ............... 5503G22 1 
lOST: BLUE-HEElER shepherd mi •. 
R,. 51 S. Whl,e-blade 'Iek. dark 
brown on oars and half of fo, •. 
R"word. Coli ~"9·71B4. 
9-20-88 . . 2658G22 
1-", :F.!..~!'J.flj.j"!i:i.f".) 
BECOMING CA THOL'C, A Faith 
Joum.y. Prowss begIns S."tember 
22. 7:30 pm. Newmg" C(tn'~. 529· 
3311 
9-22-88 ........ _ .... 2674.)24 
SEPT 10. 100m'a Spm. Holiday Inn. 
Marlon. Will be I*'''ng 0" types of 
brond t)Ome lingerl.. up to 75 
perCftf' off (Jodles only. no ",115). 
9-9-8S . . .. _ ......... 2744J15 
I, "hil-;itil:f,ii ihil 
27581(15 
,·,.i'f,-I¥d.J"'@I8 
START YOUR OWN n.twork 
mo,.keting busin"s. In,,",: less 
thCln S 100. For mar. information c:all 
Jame. Horveyof i618) 529· 1593 
9-2B-88 . 2122M28 
Whatever J'0u're tlearehlug for, 
whenever J'0u're looking. turn to 
elatitliBed fIrlIt to find thOotie 
neeetitiary itemtl. 
Daily Egyptian 536-3311 
(:.c1$~ ~~---:)(0' 
. -; ~ :;.. (/ 
':~>'l(; 
Say it with 
a Smile Ad! 
For More Info 
Contact Chris 
536-3311 
JUST 
DO 
ITI 
Join One of 
the Largest 
SIudert QganilaOOns 
on Campus 
American 
Marketing 
Association 
New Member 
Night .. 
Thursday-' 
Sept. ~-.. :;: 
7pm~:·'-
Student 
Center 
AuditQ.rilup 
Museum program gives kids a touch of history 
Artifact kits bring for teacher instruction. 
the past t present "Learning about THE KITS are based on 
O. something you hear in foreign countries or historical 
tor:'third graders a lesson is one thing, ~:::Cr~r;,o::rDO~rr~ 
By L8~rI. Sc"-nk D" ut touch,'ng a Foreign Lands are the most 
.,. popular loan materials," Geri 
Student Writer ' 'concrete' object that ke1Iy, museum educator, said. 
Mrs. Rice bas prehistoric ' b' taJll d ab t The Jln'gram loaned 58 
man slated for the science IS emg "e ou exhibits and 102 kits last year" 
topic to be discusseci for the makes a much greater "As a part of the Outreach 
week. She's made prehistoric I'mpact. It program, there is a Napelese 
man a iJart of the science exhibit on loan at John A, 
curriculum for her third Logan," John Whitlock, 
gI'l.Iders since she began -Robe:! De Heet musuem director, said. 
teachlDg. ' Education Outreach also 
Only this year the lesson is provides docents to give 
going to have a greater impact a wonderful thing to use to guided tours through museum 
on the children because of suppl:mlent a curriculum," exhibits. The docents interpret 
actual artifacts Mrs. Rice bas cathy Mogharreban, director the exhibits and carry on 
borrowed from the University of Carbondale New School, dialcguewith tht! group, 
Museum. said. "We get every level of 
The museum offers Southern "We used the fossil kit and education on our tours," De 
Dlinois grade schools an op- slide show." said teacher Hoe~ said. "Adults are very 
portunity to enhance thelI" Judith Baker. "It was interested and stay right with 
curriculum with the Education especially nice to have hands you. Kids come up with very 
Outreach Loan Program. on for the kids. They really creative, unusual questions. 
"Learning about something enjoyed the rocks." We do try to educate as broad a 
you hear in a lesson is one The loan program makes segment as possible." 
thing,buttouchinga'concrete' artifact kits, exhibit 
object that is being talked specimens, filmstrips, slide 
about makes a much greater presentations, cassettes and 
impact," Robert De Hoet, records availale to surroun-
assistant museum educator t ding gnde schools. 
said. T&.e artifact kits contain 
about 10 pieces relating to one 
"THE PROGRAM bas been subject and printed material 
"JUST THIS past month 
we've had the migrant 
workers' children and 
Challenge to Excellence 
groups take tours," Kelly said. 
The museum's 1987 
Achievement Re~rt shov.'S 
The loan program 
makes artifact kits, 
exhibit specimenr, 
filmstrips. slide 
presentations, casset-
tes and records 
available to 
surrounding grade 
schools, 
that 73 guided tours were given 
with a total attendance of 
2,174. 
"OUr broad mission is to 
:~~mr:~~rre:;:' f:~~r:J 
decorative arts, historical and 
natural artifacts ftlr the 
education of people," Whitlock 
said. 
"As r.ausemll ed"cators, we 
feel that the best way one can 
handle the present and in-
telligently look to the future, 
one must have insight into the 
past," he said. 
"TIlE PROGRAM really 
personalizes informa tion, The 
SPC Presents 
White Jansport Shorts 
Bigelow Herbal Teas 
'.Aerobic Flying Rings 10" 
Student Center 
(:offee Club Mug 
All Mass Market 
PaperBacks 
16.95 13.95 
1.89 1.49 
6.75 5.50 
1.50 1.00 
20% OFF 
The 
RobertCra 
Ban 
world is more alive to kids as a 
result," Kelly said .. 
The program also offers 
instructional materials on 
Southern Illinois' history. 
"It's important for people to 
make sense of their life and 
part of that is knowing your 
history," De Hoet said. "If you 
don't think of that sort of thing, 
I think a person is less 
human." 
The program also is im-
portant in broadening 
children's understanding of 
other cultures, he said. 
"THERE IS a world beyond 
Southern Illinois," De Hoet 
said. "Seeing the artifacts, 
children are able to campare 
and contrast world cultures." 
The Outreach program 
began around the 1930s. 
"Esther Bennetl was key in 
the development of the 
program as curator of 
education," Kelly said. 
"The program has changed 
over the years, Kelly said. 
Originally, museum personnel 
brought he materials to the 
school. Now the loan materials 
have to be picked up. " 
Kelley said that changes in 
the program were the result of 
budget cuts. 
Come in and 
Register for one of 
four Giant Plush 
"Tommy Tucans" To be 
Grammy Award Winning 
Given Away 
at Centerfest 
Times: 
8-S:30pm-9/8/88 
B-ll:OOpm-9/9/88 
University 
Bookstore in 
The Student Center 
536·3321 
Shryock 
Auditorium 
1.,J 8:00 P.M. 
(~ 
Ticket 
0'16,00 (aU seats reserved) 
• TIckeU on Sale Now! 
.Cash purchases only! 
oTlcket limit· 10 tickets per person, 
Blues. 
Soul. 
Rock-n-Roll 
Information 
oTickets available at Student Center 
Ticket Office and at the door 
Sponsored by SPC Consorts-For morc infonnation call 536-3393 
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Webster's has new words 
About 20,000 new uses included in Third College Edition 
CLE VELAND (uP!) -
"Valley girls" didn't make it 
into the Third College Edition 
of Websters New World Dic-
tionary this year, but "golden 
parachutes" "kissy-face," 
"couch potato" and 
"glasnost" did. 
So d~d almost 20,000 other 
new words, definitions and 
usages. which were LllCluded 
because they have become an 
accept.cd part of the American 
langua.:e. 
"The ;ertn 'Valley girl' may 
have t,,~ in use long enough 
but iII : ,s early &Lages it was 
not CO) ; 'TIon enough, certainly 
not OUi;, :-:ie California, perhaps 
Iwen ::<Juthern California," 
said \ ,,' toriE! NE'ufeidt, editor 
in chk of Webster's New 
World, 
The 'bird Edttion, which 
sells t,,· $17.95, is the first 
complt' .~ update since 1970 and 
contair·, more than 170,000 
main t",tries, including 11,000 
words ( : American origin. 
The ;'~irst College Edition 
appearEd in 1953, and s<?me 80 
oiilIion copies of the dictionary 
in all its editions have been 
sold in the years since. 
Neufeldt said a combination 
of factors determines whether 
a word is included in the 
dictionary. 
"The smgle most important 
factor is what we have in our 
citation cards" on file at the 
Cleveland headquarters, she 
said. Every word, whether in 
the dictionary or not, has a 
card that notes where and how 
often it is used, and how long it 
has been around. 
"We might have 500 citations 
from last year, but even 
though that's a lot, it doesn't 
mean ( the word) will get in." 
Neufeldt said the greatest 
increase in new entries came 
in the business and computer 
fields. 
"With mergers and 
takeovers, ail kinds of 
language has come out of that; 
things resulting out of 
recession, such as 'golden 
parachute,' 'golden hand-
shakes,' which 1 saw in British 
nm-els 20 years ago but it was 
not very common," Neufeldt 
said. , 
Besides "golden handshake" 
(payment offered to induce an 
emplOYNf to retire early>, 
eatr1es include: "junk bond," 
~~-r::~~s~.=e bo~~ 
takeover of a corporation; and 
a new definition of the word 
"boot," meaning "to load, as 
rn~~r:c~:~~ a f:?~r::sr~ 
operation of a computer. 
For the first time, the entries 
also have been entered on an 
electronic database, which will 
be used as the basis for other 
dictionaries such as a 
paperback edition and school 
dictionaries_ 
Neufeldt said all profanities 
are clearly labeled so the user 
will know the words might be 
offensive. 
Florida lady largest Lotto winner 
By United P,...lntenultlonal today," the bespectacled Ryan millionaires after a day of 
It was a $99.1 mUlion told a packed Tallahassee, recuperation. 
bonanza day as Americans Fla., news conference. "It was Illinois officials said a shy 
started cashing in Wednesday my first plane ride, second, family of six claimed one-
on three state lotteries led by a this is my first press con- quarter of a $21 million prize. 
sprightly woman who ciaimed ference and No.3, I've never Ryan, a resident of a mobile 
$55.1 rnJlion in Florida. w won $55.1 million before." home park in the town of 21,000 
become the biggest lottery Ryan beat out a Florida about 12 miles northwest of 
winner in North American janitor who had claimed he Orlando, said she wrote down 
history. won the prize and even bought 
Sheelah Ryan of Winter two expensive vans on the the first six numbers she saw 
Springs, Fla., who declined to strength of it. Officials ruled in last Friday's Orlando 
gIve her age but appeared to out his claim. Sentinel, then went to a 
be in her 60s, showed up at the Lottery officials in New ~~o:etorem:~a :~dti= 
Florida Lottery office with the York and Illinois said grand other tickets using other 
winning ticket, matching six prize winners in their weekend 
numbers she read in a games had come forward, with combinations. 
newspaper with six numbers a single $23 million winner in The tickets with the random 
drawn Sept. 3. New York City planning to numbers matched the num-
"I've had three firsts attend a party for other lottery bers drawn Saturday night. 
Monstrous mushroom found after rains 
YELLOW SPRINGS, Ohio 
(UPI i-The rains that soaked 
Ohio in early September after 
a prolonged drought have 
caused a growth spurt for at 
least one species, the puffball 
mushroom. 
Marcia Wallgren said she 
found a gigantic puffball while 
walking in the woods nf.ar 
Yellow Springs last weekend 
and that it may qualify for a 
place in the Guinness Book of 
World Records. 
Wallgren, he son 
friend lugged the 18 and one 
third-pound mushroom out of 
the woods in a sling made from 
a shirt and had it weighed on a 
scale at a local supermarket. 
"We had them weigh it for us 
and had everybody witness it 
and sign a sheet," she said 
Tuesday. The mushroom was 
measured at Tl inches in 
circumference. 
Wallgren said the 1985 
Guinness book recorded an 18-
pound mushroom. Later 
editions don't list a weight but 
report mushrooms 76 and one 
half inches around, she said. 
The Village Green Grocery 
in Yellow Springs put the 
mammouth puffball on 
display. but Wallgren advised 
curiousity-seekers it has 
diminished somewhat in 
stature. 
"It's collapsed some and it's 
lost a lot of weight. It's like if 
you left a mushroom out of the 
refrigerator overnight. 
Nobody had a refrigerator that 
big," she said. 
Join on of the largest Student Organizations on Campus 
American Marketing Association 
Hew Member Hight 
Thurs •• Sept. 8 
7:00pm 
Student Center Auditorium 
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Blues Night with '~~~,~M 
Prizes &. Giveaways 
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95C: 
$1.00 
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Whiskey Sours·, 
CUERVO 
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OH 
8CJY, 
I caRTOONsr:;= 
T~:='::=: Tis is NoJoke-l'"--4 
i~ This is the New ~ 
~!~l 
This space will 
be avallab!e:for 
advertisements 
Monday 
thru 
Friday. 
This special page will 
provide the advertiser 
with high readership, 
visibility and exclusive 
positioning. , 
" 
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for more Informatlan II 
contact your D.E.IO'.'I 
r.pr ... "tatlv. at p:=:;::j 
....... .....,....~ 
536-3311 -..-, .............. 
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Public health system is sick, comn:1iHee warQ~_. 
Problems threaten 
future health care, 
according to re~ 
WASHINGTON (UPl) -
The U.S. public health system 
is in "disarray," fragmented 
by political presswes, poor 
organization and a general 
complacency that could erode 
previous health gains, leading 
medical experts said wed-
nesday. 
In a 218-page report on the 
future of public health, a 
National Academy of Sciences' 
panel concluded the com-
plicated maze of federal, state 
and local agencies often makes 
it "difficult if not impossible" 
to take decisive action on key 
health problems. 
"We found much to com-
mend in our nation's public 
health efforts, but un-
fortunately we found an even 
longer list of problems. The 
most central of these problems 
is that we Americans are 
taking our public health 
system for granted. ... The 
result is a public hea lth system 
in disarray," said Richard 
Remington, committee 
chairman and professor of 
preventive medicine at the 
University of Iowa. 
The panel noted some of the 
major public health r.>\ins 
achieved earlier this Ctlltury 
are slipping as infant mor-
tality in.!reases in some major 
cities, syphillis makes a 
rebound and outbreaks of 
measles continue. 
In addition to complacency 
about longstanding, but still 
menancing diseases, the panel 
decried the often politically 
charged approach to attacking 
new health threats such as 
AIDS, drug abuse and teenage 
pregnancy. 
"All too often, political 
leaders push short-term 
'solutions' to various health 
crises without reference to the 
mow ledge base that exists for 
sound programs," the report 
states. "The result is a 
hodgepodge of fractioned 
interests and programs, 
o~ammtionalturmoilamong 
new agencies, and well-
intended, but unbalanced 
appropriations." 
A spokesman for the Public 
Health Service said he had not 
bad a chance to review the 
report. 
Vaccine exonerated in cr~b death 
BOSTON (UP!) - A vaccine 
that babies routinely receive to 
protect against diptheria, 
tetanus and whooping cough 
apparenUy does not increase 
the risk of crib death as 
previous research has 
suggested, a study showed 
Wednesday. 
A computer survey involving 
more than 129,000 children 
failed to find any association 
between the DTP vaccine and 
crib death, wnich is also known 
as sudden infant death syn-
drome or SIDS. 
"I think based on this work 
and (previous studies) there's 
:10 good evidence at all that 
DTP causes SIDS. We think 
that parents and physicians do 
not have to worry about DTP 
causing SIDS," said Dr. Marie 
Griffin, who directed the study 
published in The New England 
Journal of Medicine. 
"It should be comforting," 
added Griffin, an associate 
~:Jf:t:: :: e~':tvdee~~~~ 
University in Nashville, Tenn. 
There have been several 
r:ra:: wi:o d:r f~r:o~~ 
after receiving the vaccine, 
and at least one study found an 
apparent assocIation between 
the vaccine and SIDS. 
SIDS, which kills as many as 
10,000 babies in the United 
States each year, is the second 
most common form of death 
among young babies after 
accidents. Although there have 
been many theories, the cause 
of SIDS is unknown. 
The DTP vaccine has been 
used for decades to prevent 
three potentially fatal bac-
terial infections: diptheria, 
tetanus and pertussis, which is 
also known as wbooping cough. 
In the new study, the 
researchers used com-
puterized immunization 
records of 129,834 children 
born from 1974 to 1984 in four 
Tennessee counties to examine 
when any deaths from SIDS 
occurred in relationship to 
when the vaccine was ad-
ministered. 
The researchers found no 
association between the 109 
SIDS deaths that occurred 
among the children studied. 
Japanese disease vaccine found effective 
BOSTON (UPI) - A 10ng-
used but never tested vaccine 
is very effective for protec-
ting against Japanese en-
cephalitis, the most common 
form of epidemic viral en-
cephalitis in the world, 
researchers reported Wed-
nesday. 
Japanese encephalitis, a 
deadly disease that causes the 
brain to swell, is very com-
mon in China and many parts 
of Asia, such as Thailand, 
Vietnam, Nepal and India. It 
is also causing some concern 
in the United States because 
the Asian tiger mosquito, 
which can carry the virus 
that causes the disease, has 
recenUy been found in this 
country. 
Starting with flu-like 
symptoms, the disease. can 
lead to neurological problems, 
including paralysis. There is 
no effective treatment. There 
are at least 20,000 cases a 
~ 1ST AllIlUn 
tE 'ERFEI' 
J Join us for a special 
South PacificLuau. 
8-"pm • Friday 
September' 
Featurl"Sl In our Romon 
Room are the batlc 
faodt af the South Paclfk 
and the luffalo Shuffl ... In 
a beautifully decorated 
tropical .. ttlng. 
The Menu 
frHh Polk Sandwich .75C 
Spare Ribs Walklkl .75C 
Almond fried Rice .5OC 
Chick.., wine- with 
Apricot Glaze .5OC 
Palyn .. lon Snow Peas .5OC 
year worldwide and 10 per-
cent to 50 percent of victims 
die. 
Doctors from Walter Reed 
Army Institute of Research in 
Washington, D.C., found the 
vaccine was 91 percent ef-
fective in protecting children 
from the disease in Thailand. 
"We conclude that inac-
tivated Japanese encephalitis 
vaccine ... protect(s) against 
encephalitis due to Japanese 
encephalitis virus.' 
The committee took a ratlH>.r 
weak position on the volatile 
issue of health care for 
uninsured and indigent people, 
saying "until federal action is 
forthcoming," local agencies 
mustfoot the bill. 
That relatively toothless 
stance came under fire from 
one committee member. In an 
individual statement, Dr. 
Harvey Sloane, a physician 
and a judge in Jefferson 
County, Ky., said the nation's 
first priority should be to 
provide a way to finance care 
of the "medically indigent." 
"In my estimation, (the 
~c:r~ot :':ne:70r~w:f~ ~ 
great sense of urgency to meet 
the health needs of the 43 
million uninsured and 00-
derinsured people of this 
llPart 
nation .... Until we resolve this 
issue, general public health 
measures will be secondary," 
Sloane wrote. 
The 22-member panel, 
formed under funding from the 
Public Health Service and the 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 
examined public health care in 
California, Mississippi, New 
Jersey, South Dakota, 
Washington and West Virginia. 
Wide variations in services 
were reported, with one state 
being a major provider of 
prenatal care for poor women, 
while in other locations women 
who could not pay received no 
care. State and local health 
expenditures per person in the 
states ranged from $72 to $172, 
. the panel said, but did not 
provide more detailed 
breakdowns. 
Kamikazis 
IthAMAIf 
H h Billiards . • orses oes 529.9577 VolleVbCl:ll' 
Back-to-School 
Wheelchair 
Tune Up Clinic 
Time: Friday Sept. 9, lOam 
Place: Rear Parking lot,S.I. Center 
For Independent Living. 
780E.Grand 
Prime "Time 
~ounge 
Looking for The Perfect Dance Spot? 
Stay in Carbondale at 
Prime Time's Dance Club 
• Specials Change Hourly 
• Everynlght Is Ladies' Night 
• D.J. Performs 
• 5:00-1:30 am Mon-Sat 
Happy Hour Buffet 
5-8pm Mon-Frl 
Com on lhe Cob .5OC 
Mauna Kea Salad .5OC 
fruit Nectar .5OC 
.25C 
8 Screens Mean AU Seats A re Great 
OVIDEOVIDEOVIDEOVI 
529-5051 Rt.13East 
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YOUR LATEST BONUS IS HERE AND 
WAIT TILL YOU SEE WHY IT'S 
CALLED ·~OST-WANTED" 
"Most-Wanted" is yours with any CUnique purchase of 10.00 or more. 
""--~ 
fllle HOllllS To A Customer 
Six glorious pieces of Clinique in the travel 
sizes everyone adores- including the 
fabulous new Supermascara. a bonus ill 
itself. 
- F;Jcial Soap~lild. Forillubtea by 
dermatologists. Leaves skin clean and !rl',11. 
Say irs the first step toward good skill 
• Porcelain B('ifle Balanced ~lakellp' Bilse 
What does it b.ilance'! Skin tone, skin texture 
That means a smouth, even Cinish- who 
wouldn't want that? 
CLINIQUE 
Allergy Tested. 
100% Fragrance Free. 
• Su[!erblack SU[1ermascara. f',ew Wii\' tu make 
lilshes look longer, Culler. Nu flaking. no 
!>lIludge, Ophthalmologist tested. 
• I'inidwrr\' Stain Semi Lipstick, Shel'r. natmdl-
Il'oking, young-looking. 
• Hair Sha~. The modern tool Cor Cixing ha.;'. 
II's (jlJick, easy, and the lillie tube fils in 
anywhere . 
- Finger Comb. Most-wanted by hair, tor 
untangling during and after shampoo. A grt'at 
extra. 
-
-
~ 0 ~ , -; -- ru~! 
'---
University Mall • Carbondale 
~ft ~1f lfi~f1rfCl~.m~ ®®IH'H-\f0\V.II+--/f .---.. - ----~:ilY-EgYp-lian.-SeP~-~ber-6: 1~-. " pa-ge25' 
Volleyball powers converge here 
for three-day Saluki Invitational 
ByUsaWams 
SlafiWriter 
Womt;n's volleyball coach 
Debbie Hunter is calling the 
12th Saluki Invitational the 
biggest event of the season. 
No wonder, considering the 
field boasts teams from a 
variety of conferences. 
Arizona is from the Pacific 10, 
Notre Dame's from the Nortn 
Star, Iowa's from the Big Ten 
and Bowling Green State is 
from the Mid-American. 
"This is a prestigious 
event," !Iunter said. "We will 
have the most competition in 
the na tion going on this 
weekend. 
"The amount of play (each 
team plays four matches) will 
test our stamina. Our team 
loves the obvious challenge. 
The players are pleased to be 
facing thL cc:liber." 
Arizona and Notre Dame are 
the top contenders for the title. 
which was won Jy Iowa State 
last season. 
Notre Dame returns five 
starters from last season's 3(Hl 
team. 
"Notre Dame bas a serious 
volleyball program. They just 
Lineups 
SOUTHERN LUNOIS 
Caech: DebbIe H ....... 
~.tlrwa 
3 Suo _ .5. 5-8 .. & 
5 r., Nc:II:*t .. OH .. 5-8 Sr 
14 Maf'j)CW'e. Cooney MB 5·11 ,So. 
'6 L.ons...-> OH.5·'050 
17 8dl W .. aetI..OH. 5-1 1. Sr. 
19 _Nna 8.racD1a. M9 .. 5·11. Jr 
Schedule 01 Matches 
Thurscl8y 
SoutheM Illinois vs. Arizona. 
7p.m. 
FrlcI8y 
Noire Dame v:.. BowHng 
Green Slate. 10 am. 
Bowling Green Stale vs. Iowa. 
2p.m. 
Noire Dame vs. AriZona. 4:30 
p.m. 
Southem illinoIS vs. Iowa. 7 
p.m. 
SIIturday 
Iowa vs. AriZona. 10 a.m. 
Southern illinois vs. Bowling 
Green, noon 
returned irom 10 days of 
training for this season in 
China," Hunter said. 
Notre Dame coach Art 
Lambert said he was con-
centrating on Wednesday's 
match with Stanford, but said 
the team is ready to play. 
Notre Dame is bolstered by 
having recruited the nation's 
premier freshman setter in 
Julie Bremner. 
Iowa, which plays the 
Salukis on Friday rught, is 4-0. 
MlZONA 
~'_W.qIc/I 
 ... ,... 
1 U\OI.eyHahn 5 5--8 Jr 
5 Ten)' l...a..ICM8r Ot1 5·11 So 
8 ...... __ OH 5·'OSt 
9 .. .....,.. _. Me.6 0 .. & 
11 K.ty Wuge .. MB .8·2 .. Jr 
14 Be., Raymond. MB 6-0. Sr 
80WUNB BREEN STATE 
~_Y .. DoW'" 
IOWA 
~SOftdy-
NOTAEDAMf. 
~.""..­
~."1'iIn 
Z'-Bruno5 .. S-8 .. Ft -.-, .L.nde. PopcMch S .. S"" .. Jr 
2. .SuzI w..na .. OH 5-8 .. 50. 
B . ..a.na PW1U Ott. 5>·'0 .. 51 
1.KllleyEletl .. IrAB .. 5>·10 .. & 
11 _l....I88M .. M8 6~ Fr 
12 Shen Filii Ma 6·' _Jr 
--
3 ........ _ .. 5.5·750 
• .. Jonny_ .. OH .. 5·,a .50 
a .. TonI za .. M8 .. 6-11. Sr 
9 .. MM'I ......... DH .. 5·9 .. Jr 
'o .. __ .. OH 5,9 .. 50 
'6 .. 1IofD _."8 .. 6".50 
FIIIPAlIIIIi" 
3 ......... _. OH .. 5·'0 .. N. 
8.KoIhy~ .. OH .. 5·"."". 
9 ........ Kay W_ .... 8 .. 8" .. Sr. 
10 .. ........,..... Shea .... e. 8..Q .. St. 
12. z....o e.mea .. OH .. S·10. Sr 
Iowa vs. Notre Dame. 2 p.m. 
Arizona vs. Bowling Green. 4 
p.m. 
Southern Illinois \'5. Notre 
Dame.6p.m. 
Past Champions 
1987 -Iowa State 
1985 - Texas A-M 
1984 - Southern lHinois 
1 983 - Southern IUinois 
1 982 - Missour: 
1981 - Oral i'loberts 
1 980 - KeUogg Community 
1979 -Illinois State 
1978 -Illinois Stale 
1977 - Alabama 
1976 - Cincinnati 
"We have an excellent young 
team with six sophomores that 
gained experience last year," 
Iowa coach Sandy Stewart 
said. "We will see how good we 
are and where we stand at this 
invite. This is a test weekend." 
"We're used to playing in a 
big arena and the team is so 
new I can't teU how they will 
do on the road," Stewart said. 
Iowa is led oy 6-0 middle 
blocker Barb Willis. 
Bowling Green was 24-6 last 
season and returns seven 
players. 
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• Notary Public 
No-wait 1989 Passenger car renewal ;Iich'rs 
Private Mailboxes for Rent 
Flash Cash-Visa-Mastercard Cash Advances 
Ian Shopping Center &0& S. Illinois, Carbondale 549-320 
''':'~;:~:I: Coarse 
East of Kinkaid Lake, 
South of Ava Blacktop 
Murphysboro,IL 684·6737 
Dine In Elegance 
in the Ramada 
Inn's dining 
room. 
-Speeials-
'lietMlgnon 
With 
Choice of V~tabl. 
Sunday Brunch 
Carved Oasis Round 
11-3 All-You-Can-Eat 86.25 
MoIhed PototMs 
• Gravy 
Sallobury Steak 
Buffet TUes-Frl 11-2 
Salad lar 
~I­Deuer1lar 
RClmCldCllnn Rt 13 Wesr 
457·6736 OClsis Dining Room Carbondale 
BILLIARD CLINIC 
For fun and relaxation, for begin-
nerS r or those just wanting 
to improve their game. 
COME JOIN OUR STAFF for 3-two 
hour sessions with JAMES BROWN. 
Beginning Monday, September 12 
from 7-9pm (other dates Sept. 
19 and 26 from 7-9pm) 
Entry fee:$5.00 for 3 sessions 
(does not include table time) 
SIGN UP NOW! CLASS LIMITED 
TO 30 STUDENTS 
For more information call 
453-2803 or stop by the 
Student Center Rec Area. 
Cycling mishap injures tennis ace 
By Megan Hauck 
Staff Writer 
Most of the players on the 
women's tennis team are 
eager to play this weekend at 
the Midwest Fall Invitational 
in Bloomington, Ind. But one 
player must start the season 
sidelined with an injury. 
Dana Cherebetiu. beginni.ng 
her last "year of eligibility at 
SIU-C . on crutches, injUred 
her knee and ankle in a 
bicycle accident Tuesday 
morning. 
"I'm not anticipating her 
even coming with us, much 
less play." Coach Judy Auld 
said., ; 
Cherebetiu said she is not 
sure how lhe accident hap-
pened - "either the car ran 
into me or I ran into the car." 
All The 
Beer and Bowling 
You Want 
BEER 'N' 
BOWL. 
.lE: BASH ~ 
w--' Every Thursday 
~6.00 Per persOIlj~ 
lOpm-lam I ~) 
\ Sports CCJ1tcr 
Behind University Moll eCarbondale 529-3272 
"I'm going to be fine," she 
told her teammates. "I 
promise you guys I'll be able 
to play next week." 
Jennie Hootman, assistant 
athletics trainer, said she 
expects Cherebetui to be off 
crutches. today. 
"The only thing we're 
worried about right now is 
she may have a sprain of her 
It'lt knee," Hootman said. "So 
far, it just looks like cuts and 
bruises." 
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"It's a tough tournament 
and I wish we were going in 
full-strength,.. Auld said. 
Fingers crossed, the team's 
lineup for the singles draw is: 
No. L.Beth Boardman, No.3 
Lori Edwards, No. 4 Michelle 
Jeffrey, No. 5 Maria Cach, 
No. 6 Julie Burgess. 
. Staff PhoIo by Ben ... Kulrtn 
Beth Boardman. the wom.n'. tennl. team'. No. 1 .Ingl •• 
pl.y .... mak .. a backhand return during practice. 
INTERNRTIONAL 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
General Assembly Meeting 
iii 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= ~::~ hOCke!!~~.:s in~tha?tll .. !':.:O:!~ ~= 6PM Ml~:~!YROOM ,===_ 
"I thought we had two thing.,; 
The fiellibockey team will we needed to work on for these The Salukis. are 2-0 after 5 
have ~ ·~nds full at the ~t. games," Coact. JulAe Illner victories over Southwest s = Louis·~cer Park thiS said. "Defensively we are Missouri and Louisville. 5 I § 
weekend, when it takes on st. giving the other team an "Offensively we didn't take 5 nternational Students and ISe § 
Louis, Michigan and Chico opening about 25 <yards) from advantage of the free hits," ~ Staff members are encouraged to attend. ~ 
State. the goal. We need someone Illner said. "We did a poor job = = 
The games are Friday, filling that space. The teams of getting shots off those hits." ~ AlliSe Meetings are open to public. ~ 
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~-SPECIAL-
P L A (. E Cheese 
~ • •• t<r C 
SIU STUDENTS FREE! 
STUDENT APPRECIATION NIGHT MEANS 
THAT ALLSIU STUDENTS WILL BE 
ADMIITED FREE TO TONIGHT'S MATCH. 
GA: 
r-
LT1.Il. 
~ 
S 1M 995 
I '. Good Thru 9/10 r-----------------------------~~ 
"Your Complete Call For 
Sandwich Shop" Delivery 
521 S.lIIinois 549-1013 or 529-5020 
Live Blues 
JIM SKlttHER 
Band 
-----9pm to Close---~ 
. (lam 
Absolut Vodka 
457·3308 119 N. Washington (' .... 
• 
ALSO: SIGN YOUR GROUP UP TO WIN 
A 19" COLOR TV OR VCR JUST 
FOR ATTENDING VOLLEYBALL MATCHES 
(SEE AD IN TODAY'S PAPER FOR DETAILS) 
~ ~ 
c=:::J 
~ 
r-----------------------------------~~~; 
TOrtIOHT: 
SIU 
vs 
988 ARIZONA 
SALUKI 7:00· DAVIES 
VOLLEYBALL GYM 
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Sports 
Mighty Arizona to test volleyball team's 2-0 mark 
ByLisaWams 
StatfWriter 
The women's volleyball 
team, which bas won its first 
two UUltches of the season, 
plays Pacific 10 powerhouse 
=thin~~ti~~ 
The match starts at 7 p.m. at 
Davies Gymnasium. 
''The Pacific 10 is ODe of the 
strongest conferences," SIU-C 
Coach Debbie Hunter said. 
"~ is going to give us all 
we ask for. They are a very, 
very strong opponent. .. 
Arizona rolled over SIU-C at 
last year's Arizona Classic 
Tournament 15-4, 15-7, l~. 
Arizona coach Rosie Wegrich 
said her team is even more 
prepared this time arou !d. 
"Th:.s year's team will not be 
the same team you saw on the 
floor last year," she said. 
"Last year, we didn't have the 
poise and self-confidence to 
win on the road. 
Tourney field 
strongest ever. 
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"We have no injuries except 
for a few muscle strains from 
double practices. We want to 
be strong on our road trips and 
carry our respectibility to the 
Midwest." 
Arizona is HI after beating 
New Mexico State. "Our team 
bas had good serve reception, 
so far," Wegrich said. 
Wegrich usually uses seven 
players, but will play nine or 10 
with many substitutions to 
keep her players fresh through 
all five matches in four days 
this weekend. 
bea 'learning trip.'" 
Wegrich refused to disclose 
her starting lineup, but 
probable starters according to 
Arizona sports information 
are: setters Lindsey Hahn and 
Mary Linton, outside hitters 
Julie Kakuska and Terry 
Launcher and middle blockers 
Beth Raymond and Kelly 
Waage. "We are looking for basic playing, nothing flashy," 
Wegrich said. "This tour- The Salukis are 2·0, 
nament will be the meat and defeating Memphis State and 
potatoes of volleyball. It will Murray State. 
Coaching is teaching for Rod Sherrill 
Rod Sherrill, the otteltalYe line coach for the 
Salulds, shows his play... how he wants 
things done during practice Monday. Sherrill, 
SlaH Pholo br Alan HII_ 
who wa. originally hired by Rey Dempsey In 
1879, I. the only staff member left from the 
Division I-AA fIIItlonel championship t .. m. 
By Dayld Galllenattl 
Staff Writer 
Rod Sherrill bas seen it all 
when it comes to Saluki 
football. After seven years as 
a full-time assistant coach, he 
is ready to see more. 
"If someone like a Nor-
thwestern (University) came 
and offered me a job, it would 
be hard for me to leave," 
Sherrill said. "I really like 
working with the staff here. I 
wouldn't mind being the of-
fensive line coach here for 
three, four or five years." 
"You always look for the 
opportunity to advance to 
Division I, but by getting the 
offensive line coacuing 
position it is as good as any 
advancement," he said. "It is 
something 1 have always 
wanted to do and now 1 have 
the opportunity." 
Being an offensive line 
coach allows for greater use 
of teaching skills, Sherrill 
said. 
"You have to be more 
analytical, " he said. "With 
the defense you just line them 
up and say hit this, hit that. If 
~ ~:eit b~ir:~ ~le'r!: 
you have to be a thinking 
man." 
Sherrill said the en-
forcement of NCAA Bylaw 50 
Hj), forbidding freshmen to 
play their first year if they 
score lower than a 700 on the 
SAT or 15 on the ACT, has 
helped make his job a bit 
easier. 
"The kids are a lot smarter 
now then when I was here," 
he said. "It makes it a lot 
easier to make sideline ad-
justments. They get control of 
the concept a bit quicker." 
The Saluki assistant is 
quick to point out that being 
smarter does not always 
mean the players do well. 
"They don't neccessarily play 
any better. Mentally they 
have picked it all up, but 
physically it doesn't always 
work," he said. 
In the trenches 
Third in a series that examines 
the personnel of the football 
team's offensive Une. 
Tomonow: The role of the 
lineman. 
Sherrill is the only coach 
remaining from the staff that 
:megmi:~nf-l1 :!eti~:1 
championship. 
On the subject of remaining 
with the Saluki organization 
for as long as he has, Sherrill 
said the reason is simple. 
"I've been lucky," he said 
with a grin. 
Sherrill became the Salukis' 
starting defensive tackle after 
transferring to SIU-C in 1975 
from Garden City Junior 
College. He graduated in 1977 
with a bachelor's degree in 
physical education, and joined 
the Saluki coaching staff as a 
graduate assistant. 
In 1979, Sherrill was hired 
by then-head coach Rey 
Dempsey as offensive line 
coach. In 1984, head· coach 
Ray Dorr moved Sherrill to 
defensive line coach, but he 
was moved back to offense at 
the beginning of this season 
by Rick Rhoades. 
"I think the guy loves SIU 
and cares a lot about young 
peop,le," Rhoades said. "1 
don t mean anything negative 
to the other coaches (that 
were not retained), but I 
thought it was the best way to 
go at that point." 
Of the four coaches who 
have led the Salukis while 
Sherrill has been with the 
program - Doug Weaver, 
Dempsey, Don and Rhoades 
- he said it was difficult to 
say which was best to work 
with. 
"I just can't say enough 
good things about Dempsey," 
he said of the national 
championship team's leader. 
"He was the one who taught 
me how to be a coach." 
Runners are ready for SIU· E 
Pam Quarenghi, left, and Rosanne Vincent practice for 
Saturday's meet. 
P""p?.lI Oailv E2VDtian. Seotember 8. 1988 
By Robert Baxter 
Staff Writer 
The women's cross country 
team, a Her opening the 
season last Saturday with an 
impressive victory over 
Murray State and Eastern 
Illinois, is at SIU-Edwardsville 
t".~ weekend to compete in the 
24-team Cougar Invitational. 
This same meet drew only 
11 teams last year, and the 
Salukis placed a strong 
second in the meet. 
Coach Don DeNoon at-
tributes the startling increase 
in the namber of teams to the 
central location of the meet. 
"The meet is in a good 
general location easily ac-
cessible from the rest of the 
Midwest," DeNoon said. "The 
meet was well managed last 
year and has an excellent 
facility, which has been the 
site of previous national 
championship runs." 
DeNoon said the Sa l'.Jkis , 
Sl)utheast MiSSOUri, and 
Dayton should be the 
favorites at the meet. 
"Southeast Missouri is 
perenially a nationally rankea 
team." DeNoon said, also 
noting that Southeast 
Missouri finished near the top 
of Division II last season. 
DeNoon said the team has 
had a good week of practice 
and he expects them to 
perform well. 
"Even with the Labor Day 
holiday we still got in two 
good practices this week and 
we still have Thursday and 
Friday," DeNoon said. 
Lisa Judiscak, the Saluki's 
NO.1 runner, Will not compete 
and DeNoon said he doesn't 
expect her back until Oct. 1. 
Judiscak continues to ha\'c 
back protJlems 
